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EDITOR’S NOTE

T
he new year has kicked off with two

kinds of announcements: mergers and

plant shut downs. Both are part of

global pharma's survival tool kit: get

bigger to compete and shed to stay

agile. Ranked eighth by revenues, Bristol-Myers

Squibb (BMS) acquired Celgene, one step down on

the rankings. Post the merger, announced on

January 3, BMS could climb up at least three-four

ranks in this much quoted listing. The second deal on

January 9, Eli Lilly’s acquisition of Loxo Oncology,

also focused on strengthening the larger company's

presence and pipeline in key portfolios and markets. 

On the shedding front, Pfizer announced it was

shutting down two of its manufacturing plants in

India on January 8, citing "very significant long

term loss of product demand, (making)

manufacturing at these sites is not viable".  The

facilities in Irungattukottai, Chennai in Tamil Nadu

and Aurangabad, Maharashtra, are estimated to

have 1700 employees.

Across the globe, almost on the same day,

AstraZeneca announced it would be shutting down

two facilities in Colorado to consolidate "the

biologics manufacturing network in one large-scale

drug substance facility" in its Maryland facility, 

to improve efficiency in company's global biologics

supply chain, according to a company

spokesperson.

The decommissioning of pharma plants signals

the end of one era, but also the beginning of another.

For both the company as well as employees. The

fact that Pfizer is going ahead with expansion of its

greenfield facility at Vizag underlines the fact that

India will continue to be part of its global

manufacturing supply chain. In fact an email to

employees dated January 8 clarified that even

though both sites will "immediately cease

manufacturing with the intention to exit both sites as

soon as possible in 2019", the other manufacturing

sites in Goa, Vizag and their joint venture site

Zydus Hospira Oncology Pvt Ltd (ZHOPL) in

Ahmedabad. 

And for the employees, Pfizer's loss will be the

gain of numerous pharma companies and CROs as

they look to hire from this talent pool. Job openings

are being posted on WhatsApp groups, asking

Pfizer personnel to email their resumes. Veterans

of similar shut downs in the past narrate how they

took the opportunity to strike out on their own.

Many others kept an open mind and compromised

on salaries to work in smaller companies in

different job profiles. 

Pfizer seems to be willing to cushion the bump

with a financial package, possibly similar to the

package offered to staff at its Navi Mumbai which

was shut in 2015. The January 8 email also specified

that letters to employees with details of this

package would be couriered to them by January 14,

with the following week reserved for group sessions

to provide additional information about the scheme.

Employees would be allowed to pack up their

personal belongings during the same week. Initial

reports are that the compensation is very

attractive, with a manager with one year experience

at Pfizer slated to get ̀ 20 lakhs.

As all mergers include physical assets, the

acquiring company needs to conduct a very in

depth analysis of the assets being acquired. The

injectables facilities came to Pfizer through its

acquisition of Hospira in 2015, which in turn

acquired them from Orchid Pharma in 2012.

Reflecting the difficulties of the injectables

business, the Pfizer/Hospira plants across

geographies have been falling foul of regulators for

quite some time. A US FDA inspection of 

the Pfizer/Hospira facility in Kansas, over late July

- early August last year, resulted in seven repeat 483

observations dating back to 2012, according to

agency and reports filed in December. The Chennai

Pfizer/Hospira facility received warning letters and

483 observations in 2011 and in 2013. Pfizer had

temporarily shut down the Chennai plant in 2016 

to rectify these issues, but received 11 observations

from the US FDA after inspections last March-

April. The results at the Kansas facility which were

made public in December couldn't have come at a

worse time. Clearly, technology upgrades to

physical infrastructure built over the decades will

not stand up to 21st century laws and regulators. Out

with the old (technology), on with the new will have

to be the mantra for this sector.

The de-
commissioning

of pharma plants
signals the end
of one era, but

also the
beginning of

another. For both
the company 

as well as
employees.

Pfizer's loss will
be the gain of

numerous
pharma

companies and
CROs as they

look to hire from
this talent pool

Out with the old, on with the new

VIVEKA ROYCHOWDHURY Editor

viveka.r@expressindia.com
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Biotechnology Industry Research Assistance Council (BIRAC), established by the
Department of Biotechnology, Government of India, is playing a catalysmic role in building an
innovative ecosystem in India. To encourage research and development in biotech, pharma
and diagnostics, BIRAC has launched several programmes and is encouraging academic
institutions partner them in these programmes. Dr Shirshendu Mukherjee, Mission Director,
Programme Management Unit, under BIRAC shares more details with Usha Sharma 

Give us an update on

Biotechnology Industry

Partnership Programme

(BIPP)

The Biotechnology Industry

Partnership Programme

(BIPP) supports the

development of appropriate

technologies in the context of

recognised national priorities

and was launched on

December 5, 2008. BIPP

partners with industries

(Small, Medium or Large) to

support high risk, nationally

and socially relevant

transformational technology/

process development on a

cost sharing basis for path-

breaking research in frontier

futuristic technology areas

having major economic

potential and making the

Indian industry globally

competitive. The uniqueness

of this scheme is that it is for

"Break through research"

which enables product and

process development and is

patentable, with IP

ownership rights resting with

industry. The key feature of

this programme is to provide

support for product

evaluation and validation for

limited and large scale field

trial for agriculture products

and clinical trials (Phase I, II,

III) for health care products.

Tell us about the key

programmes designed for

the pharma sector. What

has been the success rate of

these programmes?

The cabinet approved

National Biopharma Mission

(NBM) for implementation in

May 2017, with a total cost 

$ 250 million, which is 

co-funded 50 per cent by the

World Bank. NBM is an

industry-academia

collaborative mission of the

Department of Biotechnology

(DBT) for accelerating early

development for biopharma

and is being implemented by

BIRAC. The Mission

Programme is a pan-India

programme with the main

aim of making India a hub for

design and development of

novel, affordable and

effective biopharma products

and solutions. This

programme intends to aid in

enhancing India’s innovation

research to enable and

nurture an ecosystem for

preparing India’s

technological and product

development capabilities in

biopharma to a level that will

be globally competitive over

the next decade, and

transform the health

standards of India’s

population through

affordable product

development, especially by

focusing on development of

vaccines, biologics and

medical devices for

combating public health

concerns.

How do you promote

academic research and

encourage industry to be

part of such projects?

Biotechnological research

and development in India is

largely carried out by

academic institutions

(universities/ research

organisations) and to some

extent by industry (mostly

large companies). By virtue of

their strong infrastructure

and technical capability

academic/research

establishments are mandated

to research on variety of

problems of national

importance and societal

relevance. Also, unlike

industry, research by

academia is not governed by

commercial gains alone thus

allowing them to work on

problems involving even high

degree of risk. To encourage/

support academia to develop

technology/product (up to

proof-of-concept stage) of

societal/national importance

and its subsequent validation

by an industrial partner,

BIRAC has launched

Promoting Academic

Research Conversion to

Enterprise (PACE ).

The scheme has two

components as below:

1. Academic Innovation

Research (AIR): The

objective of Academic

Innovation Research (AIR)

scheme is to promote

development of proof-of-

concept (PoC) for a

process/product by academia

with or without the

involvement of industry

2. Contract Research

Scheme (CRS): Contract

Research Scheme (CRS)

aims at validation of a

process or prototype

(developed by the academia)

by the industrial partner.

Post 2011, there have 

been downturn in the 

Indian clinical trial sector,

how is BIPP encouraging

the industry to revive

clinical trials?

BIPP scheme has been

supporting very high risk,

BIRAC’s goal is to support 
development by de-risking and
accelerating product development

I N T E R V I E W

Focus will be to
develop new
vaccines, bio-
therapeutics,
diagnostics
and medical
devices to
address the
rising burden of
diseases
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nationally and socially

relevant futuristic

technologies, more of

translational research with

no assured market. BIPP,

through its III (a & b)

category, provides product

evaluation and validation

through support for limited

and large scale field trial for

agriculture products and

clinical trials (Phase I, II, III)

for healthcare products. 

There is a dire need for

innovative drugs pipelines

in pharma sector, what

support does BIRAC – DBT

offer to the industry in

fortifying and accelerating

their research pipeline?

The programme named

Innovate in India (I3) is an

industry-academia

collaborative mission of

Department of Biotechnology

(DBT) in collaboration with

World Bank for accelerating

discovery research to early

development of biopharma

products and to be

implemented by

Biotechnology Industry

Research Assistance Council

(BIRAC).The aim of the

mission is to enable and

nurture an ecosystem for

preparing India's

technological and product

development capabilities in

biopharma to a level that will

be globally competitive over

the next decade, and

transform the health

standards of India's

population through

affordable product

development. The

programme will specifically

focus on the development 

of new vaccines, 

bio-therapeutics, diagnostics

and medical devices to

address the rising burden of

diseases in the country.

Unlike IT, the pace of

innovation in pharma and

biotech is slow, how can

BIRAC accelerate the

innovation process?

To strengthening the

ecosystem, BIRAC is

deploying a multipronged

strategy categorises into

incremental and non-

incremental approach to

generate maximal impact in

next five years. BIRAC’s

overall goal is to support the

development of specific

products by de-risking and

accelerating product

development. Together with

experts from around the

world the most promising

candidates through the

pipeline would be selected

based on scientific
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merit/technical feasibility,

degree to which the priority

health needs, stage of

development (earlier projects

may carry more risk but also

greater promise) and

alignment with the target

product profiles. Through this

detailed and rigorous

assessment, the probability of

the product being brought

closer to the market within the

programme  timelines would

be substantial. This would not

only aid in decreasing

development timelines, but

also impact the uptake time by

public health agencies.

What measures are DBT-

BIRAC taking up for

Mission AMR? And how are

innovators being

encouraged to join this

mission? How do you

ascertain their Proof of

Concept?

The National Action Plan

endorsed by Government of

India, the Department of

Biotechnology, in partnership

with BIRAC, has initiated a

major Mission Program on

Antimicrobial Resistance

with the vision to develop

indigenous and cost-effective

therapies against AMR;

categorisation of AMR

specific pathogen priority list

of India; establishment of bio-

repository for AMR-specific

pathogens; and development

of rapid and cost-effective

diagnostic kits to identify

AMR-specific pathogens. The

first call under this mission

was launched with focus on

nurturing collaborations

between academia and

industry partners to enhance

their capabilities and

competencies for developing

new antibiotics and

alternative therapeutics for

AMR. Applications were

received under this call and

currently are being reviewed. 

DBT-BIRAC’s AMR

mission calls will cover

research addressing the

identification of new bacterial

targets and/or therapeutic

compounds, re-evaluation of

existing anti-microbial

compounds, either alone or in

combination with other drugs

or immune-modulators.

Investigation on novel

enzyme(s)/targets/

mechanisms or alternative

therapeutics to overcome

known antimicrobial

resistance mechanisms and

restore susceptibility to

conventional antibiotics and

enhances immune pathogen

elimination through

therapeutic antibodies and

phage therapy; and disrupts

colonisation and bio-film

development through anti-

biofilm products. The

department has also notified

the National Centre for

Microbial Resource (NCMR),

National Centre of Cell

Sciences, Pune (an

autonomous institute of DBT)

to function as a bio-

repository for resistant

microbes/ infective agents

(bacteria and fungi) and to

carry out collection, storage,

maintenance, preservation

and characterisation of these

microbes across the country.

BIRAC has collaborated

with Nesta, a UK-based

innovation charity

organisation, to create a

pipeline of innovators for the

Longitude Prize, in the area

of antimicrobial resistance.

The Longitude Prize is a £10

million prize fund that will

reward a competitor who can

develop a point–of–care

diagnostic test which will

help to conserve antibiotics

for future generations and

revolutionise the delivery of

global healthcare.

Tell us more about Biotech

Ignition Grant (BIG)

scheme and its

implementation progress?

BIG is the flagship

programme of BIRAC, which

provides the right admixture

of fuel and support to young

start-ups and

entrepreneurial individuals.

BIG is the largest early stage

biotech funding programme

in India. Funding grant of

upto `5 million ($70,000

approx.) to best in class

innovative ideas to build and

refine idea to proof-of-

concept. The call for proposal

is announced twice a year, i.e.

on 1st January and 1st July for

about 45 days and is

currently managed through

six BIG Partners across the

country who works with the

Ignition grantees (BIG

Innovators) to provide

mentoring, monitoring,

networking and other

business development related

activities to establish and

validate proof of concept.

Funding is given in the form

of Grant- in-Aid limited up-to

`50 lakhs.

In September 2014 during

the Start-up Konnect event

in California, Narendra

Modi Prime Minister had

launched the Bharat

Innovation Fund. How has

this helped biotech and

pharma companies?

Bharat Innovation Fund,

launched by the Prime

Minister Narendra Modi in

September 2014 during the

Startup Konnect event in

California, will support

innovation and innovative

start-ups in areas of

healthcare and life-sciences,

sustainability, and digital

technologies. 

The DBT and BIRAC

pledged to participate and

engage with the Bharat Fund,

as part of their efforts under

the Startup India initiative, to

help commercialise

technologies from its labs and

facilities, while also

mentoring start-ups in the

healthcare, agri-tech, and

other biotech-related areas.

The DBT-BIRAC plan to

invest `50 crore over the next

three  years to support

startups through this fund.

Through various schemes

of BIRAC, start-up India has

been promoted to take a step

further to promote

government initiatives like

Start-up India and Make in

India. BIRAC has set up a

facilitation unit which will act

as the first hub to address the

queries of start –ups,

entrepreneurs, researchers,

academicians, incubation

centres, SMEs etc.

The policies, rules and

regulations are dynamic and

keeping pace with the fast

changing ecosystem is next to

impossible for small

companies and young

entrepreneurs. BIRAC,

through its various

programmes, is already

facilitating research and

innovation and to complete

the 360o start-up facilitation,

it has envisaged setting up

the FIRST HUB.

u.sharma@expressindia.com



MEDINSPIRE
Date: February 14 to 17, 2019

Venue: DY Patil University,

Navi Mumbai

Summary: The inaugural edi-

tion of MEDINSPIRE, an inter-

national multidisciplinary med-

ical summit, will be held at DY

Patil University, Navi Mumbai

on February 14 to 17, 2019. The

summit will be a platform to un-

derstand the dynamic field of

medicine and its convergent,

rapidly developing technologies

and ideologies and their poten-

tial in advancing healthcare.

The summit will be a platform

for medical professionals across

the globe to assimilate diverse

concepts through a blanket-ap-

proach summit that can poten-

tially transform the healthcare

landscape globally. The summit

is going to host 70+ interna-

tional speakers, 400+ foreign

speakers, 30+ medical special-

ties. The expected number of

delegates is 10,000. The Health-

care Management track in

MEDINSPIRE will be an oppor-

tunity to learn and interact with

the leaders who govern the $280

billion industry in the country. It

encompasses topics focussing

on super specialty business,

quality, manpower retention, fi-

nancial planning, medico-legal,

operational excellences.

Contact details

MEDINSPIRE Administrative

Office, University Research 

Laboratory

DY Patil University Sector 7,

Nerul, Navi, Mumbai 400706

E mail: support.medinspire@

dypatil.edu

Office Tel: +91 22 30965864 /

+91 22 30965865Mobile: 

+91 8422947963 / 

+91 8422947964

ACREX INDIA 2019
Date: February 28 to 

March 2, 2019

Venue: BEC Mumbai

Summary: The event will 

focus on building automation

(BMS) and indoor air quality

(IAQ). The mega event will wit-

ness participation from more

than 25 countries including Bel-

gium, China, Czech Republic,

Egypt, France, Germany, Italy,

Japan, Korea, Malaysia, Saudi

Arabia, Singapore, Spain,

Switzerland, Taiwan, the

Netherlands, UAE, the UK,

Ukraine and the US.

Contact details

NürnbergMesse India, 

German House, 2, Nyaya Marg,

Chanakyapuri, 

New Delhi – 110 021

T : +91 (0)11 47168888
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POST EVENT

THE 70TH edition of the Indian

Pharmaceutical Congress

(IPC) was inaugurated at

Amity University, Noida. Or-

ganised by the Indian Phar-

maceutical Congress Associa-

tion, a federation of five

professional pharmaceutical

bodies, and hosted by the In-

dian Pharmacy Graduates’

Association. IPC 2018 saw in-

dustry veterans and thought

leaders discuss and deliberate

on the challenges and solu-

tions in the road to achieve

Pharma Vision 2030. The

event saw a gathering of more

than 6,000 delegates from all

the sections of the pharma

fraternity, with participation

from 125 national and interna-

tional speakers.

IPC 2018 was inaugurated

by the Vice-President of India,

M Venkaiah Naidu in the pres-

ence of Dilip Shanghvi, Presi-

dent of 70th IPC and Managing

Director, Sun Pharma. BR

Sikri, Managing Director,

ABS Mercantile, Chairman –

LOC, 70th IPC; Atul Nasa,

Head of Office/Controlling

Authority, Drugs Control De-

partment, Delhi and Organis-

ing Secretary, LOC of 70th

IPC; Dr Ashok Chauhan,

Chief Patron IPC,  Founder

President , Amity Universities

& Institutions; and Pawan Ku-

mar Jaggi, Former Assistant

Drugs Controller and other

dignitaries were present.

“India is already on the

road to become the third

largest economy in the world

and the pharma industry is an

important stakeholder in the

growth. The Union Budget

2017-18 shows that there is an

increase of 23 per cent in

health expenditure which will

benefit the pharma industry.

The government has 

proposed amendment to the

Drugs & Cosmetic Rules

which will ensure the 

availability of generic medi-

cine at affordable prices to

promote the use of generic

medicines,” said Naidu in his

inaugural address.

Naidu praised the Indian

pharma industry for all its

achievements over the past

decades to make medicines

more affordable globally, mak-

ing special mention of anti

retrovirals for HIV/AIDS. He

listed the initiatives taken by

the government of India to

support the Indian pharma in-

dustry as well as price control

through NPPA keeping the

needs of patients in mind. He

exhorted the industry to keep

an unwavering focus on drug

quality and good manufactur-

ing practices. He earned a re-

sounding round of applause

from the delegates when he

said, “Regulations should not

become a strangulation.”

In his address Shanghvi

welcomed all the delegates

and briefed the audience on

the topics which would be cov-

ered over the three days IPC

2018.

Welcoming all the atten-

dees and participants to the

70th IPC, Sikri said, “For the

first time, the Vice-President

of India has met 50 CEOs of

top 50 companies in the In-

dian Pharma Industry. We

welcome Venkaiah Naidu and

thank for his support. It is a

proud moment for me to de-

clare that India is the only

country to provide efficacious

70th edition of IPC discuss ways to create
road map for pharma industry’s progress
Discussions were held on APIs, generic formulations, betterment of Pharma SMEs, diagnostics
and medical devices, biosimilars, pharmacovigilance; clinical research and more; under the
theme Pharma Vision 2030

Dilip Sanghvi during his address at IPC 2018

M Venkaiah Naidu, Vice-President, India 



medicines to more than 150

countries worldwide at afford-

able price.”

Dr S Eswara Reddy, DCGI,

India also addressed the au-

gust audience at IPC 2018. 

The first session of IPC

2018 began with BV Patel

Memorial lecture by Dr S

Eswara Reddy, Drugs Con-

troller General (India). He

gave a brief introduction

about CDSCO, its activities

and the challenges faced by

the regulators. Dr Chan-

drasekhar Rao, Deputy Drug

Controller (India), CDSCO

continued with the lecture

and informed the audience

about the various measures

taken by the Government of

India such as online submis-

sion of data through SUGAM

portal, single window clear-

ance for transparency, ease of

doing business etc. 

Nasa proposed the vote of

thanks to conclude the inau-

gural session of the 70th IPC.

Day one of 70th IPC com-

menced with a lot of positive

vibes and expectations about

building a bridge between in-

dustry and academia for fu-

ture progress. In one interest-

ing segment industry leaders

and entrepreneurs shared in-

spirational stories about their

journey success. Sikri, moder-

ated the session and encour-

aged the students to follow in

the footsteps of successful en-

trepreneurs.

J Jayaseelan, Director,

Delvin Group of Companies

shared his dreams and the dif-

ficulties he faced and over-

came in the initial days of ca-

reer. 

Later, Sandeep Singh, 

Director, Alkem, who is fur-

thering and nurturing the

legacy of his father and grand-

father is now leading his com-

pany towards continued

progress. 

SV Veeramani, Chairman

and Managing Director, Four-

rts also took the stage to

share details about the com-

mendable role he has played

in the growth of the Indian

pharma industry. 

Later, Rajeev Juneja, CEO,

Mankind Pharma shared his

tale in which he mentioned

that unlike any other success-

ful company, Mankind has 

less of failures and more of

success. 

Chauhan also shared his

success story. He stressed

that for a successful life, a per-

son has to decide his goals, be-

lieve in them and work to-

wards them relentlessly.

Several interesting knowl-

edge sharing sessions were

held of which one was on

building and protecting intel-

lectual property in pharma for

continued progress. In a ses-

sion, moderated by Shirish

Dabhade, Ex- assistant com-

missioner, FDA Maharashtra

and co-chaired by Nitin De-

ore, Assistant Commissioner,

FDA Maharashtra, experts in

IPR shared their views and in-

sights to update the industry

and the academia about this

sphere.

Dr Gopakumar Nair, an IP

expert outlined the strategies

for larger Indian pharma com-

panies to become a preferred

super generics and value

added generics supplier to the

world. 

Dr Pearl Sobti, Senior

Manager intellectual prop-

erty, Sun Pharma Industries

spoke on the road ahead for

pharma and explained how IP

will play a crucial role in its

progress. 

Dr Guru Nagraj, Patent 

Attorney, Delhi spoke on the

roadmap for growth through

protective innovation. In his

presentation he presented

factors that can not be ig-

nored, informed about cre-

ative enforcement strategies

by IP owning pharma compa-

nies and ways of extending

patent expiry.
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Surbhi Sharma, Senior

Patent Associate at ipfeathers

touched upon the pre-TRIPS

scenario and its impact on the

industry. Comparing the ear-

lier and current situations,

she highlighted that during

the pre-TRIPS regime the in-

dustry was self-reliant

whereas in post-TRIPS Indian

pharma companies took a

step in setting up of research

facilities and innovative 

research programmes.

The Presidential Session

on day one of IPC 2018 was

followed by a series of memo-

rial lectures. Delivering the

KC Chatterjee Memorial 

Lecture, Dr Anil Kumar Negi,

Assistant Drugs Controller

/Licensing Authority, Drugs

Control Department, Govern-

ment of NCT of Delhi gave an

introduction to the role of

state regulatory authorities in

medical devices regulations.

The session on AMR was

chaired by Prof (Dr) Bhudev C

Das, Chairman and Hargob-

ind Khorana Chair Professor,

and Dean, Health and Allied

Sciences, Amity University

UP and Co chaired by Prof

(Dr) Chanderdeep Tandon,

Dean, Faculty of biosciences

and biotechnology, and direc-

tor, Amity Institute of

Biotechnology.

The first speaker Dr Anita

Kotwani, Professor, Depart-

ment of Pharmacology, VP

Chest Institute, University of

Delhi. She spoke on the smart

regulation of antibiotic use.

She started with a back-

ground on what is AMR, and

why we are now in the post

antibiotics era. Kotwani 

also covered how smart regu-

lations could redeem the 

situation.

The second speaker, Dr 

Jyoti Joshi, Head-South Asia

and GARP, Asia Coordinator,

Centre for Disease Dynamics,

Economics & Policy (CDDEP),

spoke about an AMR scoping

report which revealed that In-

dians were the largest con-

sumer of antibiotics in 2019,

followed by China and the US.

She mentioned that poli-

cies and practices have be-

come very defensive as doc-

tors want to save their

practice and don’t what to be

sued. While she appreciated

FDCs, she also pointed out

how the 118 odd combinations

could increase antibiotic re-

sistance levels.

IPC 2018 emerged as a

platform for the healthcare

and life sciences fraternity to

deliberate on the transforma-

tions in these industries and

the factors driving them. They

also speculated on the impact

of these changes in the future.

Sudhakar Mairpadi, Head-

Quality and regulatory, Gov-

ernment Affairs- Health Sys-

tems Personal Health Home

Co Division, Philips gave a

talk on the growing accept-

ance of wearables and other

mobile health technologies. It

also addressed the crucial as-

pect of regulating these tech-

nologies. 

On the second day, several

pertinent discussions on is-

sues which would be crucial to

the industry’s glorious future.

In one such session,

pharma captains and game

changers came together to ex-

amine sphere of biologics and

biosimilars and outline strate-

gies for India Pharma Inc to

tackle the challenges and op-

timise the growth potential.

The discussion, moderated

by Dr Surinder Singh, Direc-

tor, National Institute of Bio-

logicals; also had eminent

panelists comprising Dr Sub-

hash Chand, Scientist-III and

Head, National Institute of Bi-

ologicals; Dr Akundi V Sri-

ram, Senior Vice President

and Head Regulatory, Biocon

and Dr R Chandrasekhar,

Deputy Drug Controller (I),

CDSCO.

The experts addressed

various aspects in this sphere

such as challenges in quality

control strategy of biosimilars

in India; regulatory require-

ments for approval of biosimi-

lars and development of

biosimilars from concept to

commercialisation of the drug

product.

Day 2 of IPC 2018 saw 

industry captains and 

regulatory authorities come

together with the aim of build-

ing better synergies and

strengthen their relationship

to serve patients better.

Eminent panelists dis-

cussed the various nuances of

this relationship in the much-

awaited session titled, ‘Can in-

dustry and regulators go

Hand in hand? To gain the

Glory of pharma sector. It’

was moderated by Sikri.

SV Veeramani, Chairman

and Managing Director, Four-

rts Laboratories emphasised

that regulators should be fa-

cilitators, educators and

coaches to the industry. He

opined that regulators need to

guide the industry and re-

quested the regulators to take

the industry’s views while cre-

ating new regulations.

Dr SM Mudda, Chairman,

Regulatory Affairs, Indian

Drugs Manufacturing Associ-

ation, highlighted that there is

a need for collaboration be-

tween the industry and regu-

lators at the operation level.

M Venkaiah Naidu, Vice-President, India releasing the IPC souvenir

Cultural night during 70th IPC
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Pharma, PPL Conclave 2019

will be held at Novotel Air-

port, Hyderabad from Febru-

ary 21-22, 2019. It is 'the' plat-

form for packaging leaders,

experts and veterans to con-

gregate, confer and converse

on the current and future

trends in the industry, their

growth drivers and the chal-

lenges. It is also a great

medium to form meaningful

alliances which will fast-track

progress in the pharma pack-

aging industry.

Various factors including

novel formulations, person-

alised medicines and strin-

gent legislations is constantly

shaping and transforming the

pharma industry, globally and

in India. As a result, pharma

packaging too is evolving as

an increasingly complex and

multi-faceted task. 

Hence, the pharma pack-

aging industry will have to de-

sign and develop innovations

which serve multiple pur-

poses ranging from enhancing

patient experience and keep-

ing pace with changing regu-

latory environments to mak-

ing products tamper-proof,

fighting counterfeits and im-

proving logistics security.

The need to develop and

deliver tailored, distinct pack-

aging and labelling solutions

is an imperative one. But, it

will have to meet the ever-

growing expectations of

stakeholders without compro-

mising on profit margins.

Therefore, the Pharma Pack-

aging and Labelling (PPL)

Conclave, is back this year

with the theme, ‘Future-

proofing pharma packaging’.

This year, experts and vet-

erans at the event will exam-

ine the fast transforming land-

scape for pharma packaging

to understand and predict

trends and happenings which

will influence pharma players

and impact future demands in

packaging. They will explore

proactive approaches to de-

velop more agile, compliant

and innovative packaging so-

lutions to deliver significant

value to businesses and con-

sumers alike.

PPL Conclave 2018 would

also examine the role of tech-

nology in developing intelli-

gent packaging solutions to

serve the needs of the product

as well as meet supply chain

requirements. It will facilitate

industry leaders to look be-

yond short term measures

and develop strategies strate-

gies to adapt to future legisla-

tions, both in the markets they

currently cater for, and the

markets they intend to enter

in the future. Thus, the event

will empower experts and in-

dustry leaders to enhance

preparedness in dealing with

future requirements of the

ever-changing pharma indus-

try.

Suggested topics
◗ Impact of global trends on

Indian pharma packaging in-

dustry

◗ Driving patient-centricity

with packaging innovation

◗ Rethinking primary packag-

ing for regulatory compliance

◗ Dose accuracy and efficacy

with packaging

◗ Green packaging for sustain-

ability and progress

◗ Pharma packaging for com-

petence, compliance and com-

munication

◗ Advancements in pharma

packaging technology

◗ Smart packaging and its po-

tential

Thus, for the 100+ leading

pharma packaging profession-

als attending the event, the

two-day event will give an op-

portunity to

◗ Get updated on the advance-

ments in India’s pharma pack-

aging sector

◗ Demonstrate your pharma

packaging capabilities

◗ Showcase your innovative

packaging solutions

◗ Gain insights from thought

leaders of the pharma, biotech

and packaging industries

◗ Acquire access to solution

providers with cutting-edge

packaging technologies

◗ Discuss on the role of pack-

aging in gaining a competitive

edge

◗ Network with the who's who

of the pharma packaging in-

dustry

EP News Bureau

Pharma Packaging and Labelling 
Congress 2019 to be held in Hyderabad
The event will be a platform for packaging leaders, experts and veterans to congregate, confer and
converse on the current and future trends in the industry, their growth drivers and the challenges

Dr Rajendra Kumar 

Sanghavi, Chairman, Medical

Committee, Indian Drugs

Manufacturing Association

talked about the UCPMP

code, cross-prescription by

non-allopathic practitioners,

non-availability of DPCO

drugs, BCS class II and IV,

clinical trials regulations like

video recording, banning of

drugs like Pioglitazone based

on few response and later ban

withdrawal and FDC etc. 

NK Ahooja, State Drug

Controller, Haryana, empha-

sized on do’s and don’ts for

regulators. He suggested that

in a proposal of changing a

name of CDSCO we should

consider making changes of

drugs inspectors to drug con-

troller officer, it will change

the perspective and create

positive vibes.

Dr HG Koshia, Commis-

sioner, FDA- Gujarat, briefed

the audience on pharma in-

dustry’s problems and the

furore during the implemen-

tation of Schedule – M.

The event concluded at the

Amity University Campus,

Noida. The event was graced

by  Anand Murti Guru Maa as

the Chief Guest and Bejon

Misra as the Guest of Honor.

Atul Nasa, Head of Office/

Controlling Authority, Drugs

Control Department, Delhi,

said, “The coming months will

see stricter implementation of

quality standards and in-

creased awareness of the

risks of online pharmacy. OTC

drugs need greater regulation

to prevent unmonitored use

and abuse.” 

The programme concluded

with a valedictory function

and address by the Chairman,

Secretary reports, Scientific

reports, motivational and

spiritual talks, a fashion show,

prize distributions and 

felicitation ceremonies and

the singing of the national 

anthem.

EP News Bureau

The event concluded at the Amity University
Campus, Noida.The event was graced by her
holiness,Anand Murti Guru Maa as the Chief
Guest and Bejon Misra as the Guest of Honor
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If not for vaccines, millions would not have been alive today
Dr Kalpesh Date, Consultant Pediatrician, Narayana Health - SRCC Children's Hospital 

T
he current controversies

on the side effects of vac-

cines have again raised

doubts in the minds of common

masses about how efficacious

are these vaccines and are they

worth the side effects? But my

counter point is if not for the

vaccines, millions of us would

not have been alive today and

millions would have been left

crippled for their life time.

Can we accept such a future

where men, women and chil-

dren are suffering and dying

from a disease which could have

been easily prevented? Pause

for a moment to think and 

answer the question.

Perfect example being small

pox; in the 20th century itself it

killed about 300 million people.

Thanks to Dr Edward Jenner

who developed the vaccine for it,

there has not been a single case

of this disease since 1980 when

WHO declared it to be globally

eradicated. An Indian example

would be polio. Thanks to oral

and injectable polio vaccines we

have eradicated polio from India

and from many other countries

and now are on the verge of

global eradication.

Usually, before the vaccines

are launched for use in general

public they are extensively

tested in animals, if found safe

then they are tested in human

volunteers and then if totally

safe they are made commer-

cially available for general pop-

ulation, hence whatever adverse

reactions we see, are most of the

times mild reactions like red-

ness, pain at injection site etc.

Millions of vaccinations are

given to children and adults

each year. Serious adverse reac-

tions are rare. However, because

of the high volume of use, coin-

cidental adverse events includ-

ing deaths, that are temporally

associated with vaccination, do

occur. When death occurs

shortly following vaccination,

loved ones and others might

naturally question whether it

was related to vaccination. But, a

large body of evidence supports

the safety of vaccines and multi-

ple studies and scientific re-

views have found no association

between vaccination and deaths

except in rare cases. Usually

vaccine-related anaphylaxis (an

allergic reaction to vaccine)

leading to death have been 

reported 1-2 per two million

doses of injectable vaccines,

which is also preventable by 

immediate administration of

medicines, which are kept avail-

able during mass vaccination

campaigns. 

So, I urge everybody to go

ahead with vaccination. As our

technology advances we will 

discover new diseases and in-

vent new vaccines to prevent

them. This advancement in

technology will also make 

vaccines safer by the day. The

bottomline is accidents do kill

but we do not stop manufactur-

ing or using automobiles, we

make them safer, so think of it in

this perspective. Let's prevent

each and every death or diabil-

ity which happens from a dis-

ease which is easily preventable

by vaccines.
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Vaccines save lives during a child’s vulnerable years
Jayasree K Iyer, Executive Director,Access to Medicine Foundation

P
reventing a disease from

ever occuring is always

better than having the

risk of getting a disease. 

Vaccines and proper hygiene are

the two most effective ways to

prevent infectious diseases. 

In today's world, infectious 

diseases are still rampant, and in

many parts of the world, due to

overcrowding, lack of good sani-

tation facilities and lack of access

to effective treatments, vaccines

are not only critical but the only

way to ensure that children are

protected during the vulnerable

years of their lives.

Fighting an unseen enemy
To be effective in vaccines, 

people need to understand how

they work. Vaccines prevent 

diseases by ensuring that the

body's natural defenses are

ready to attack germs (such as

bacteria and viruses) when a

person is exposed to a disease.

When bacteria or viruses invade

a child's body, the natural 

defences attack these germs 

and stops the disease from even

occuring. 

Many of these diseases are so

rare today (due to vaccine 

efforts) that it is difficult to 

understand what we have 

been fighting against. Due to

vaccines, we no longer see small-

pox (eradicated in 1980) and polio

has been almost eliminated

(with only a handful of cases in 

a few countries). We would 

remember this disease if we 

encountered someone who was

affected by it. Both are debilitat-

ing diseases, causing terrible 

deformaties and deaths. Small-

pox kills a third of its victims and

leaves any survivors scarred for

life or blind. Polio could paralyse

1000 children a day at its peak. 

To prevent infections, 

parents must bring their chil-

dren for getting vaccines and be-

lieving in good health as a right 

for every child. Vaccines are 

often free, in India, for example,

the country now has 13 vaccines

that are a part of India’s 

Universal Immunisation Pro-

gramme (UIP), provided to 

27 million children annually at

no cost in the public sector.

These cover several diseases.

Lives saved over the years 
Vaccines have been controver-

sial, due to flawed information

and studies. Vaccines are safe

and effective and all vaccines

first have to undergo careful 

review by scientists, doctors and

governments to make sure of its

safety. Vaccines do not cause

autism or other diseases.

There are little to no side 

effects of the main childhood

vaccines that have been priori-

tised by the World Health 

Organisation. 

Without vaccines, the World

Health Organisation estimates

that there would have been 5

million more deaths each year.

The very vaccine under the

biggest controversy, the measles

vaccine has between 2000 and

2016 alone, saved 20.4 million

lives. If there was no vaccination

effort, the death toll would have

been over 1.5 million children

due to measles!

Between 2000 and 2015, 

vaccines for pneumococcal 

disease and haemophilus in-

fluenzae type b have saved the

lives of 1.4 million children under

the age of five years of age, the

most vulnerable years. These

diseases cause meningitis, pneu-

monia, sepsis and other serious

health complications and are the

biggest causes of child deaths in

developing countries. 

We should also not underes-

timate the burden that infectious

disease also has on the well-

being of families. The costs asso-

ciated with seeking treatment

for these infectious diseases of-

ten drive people into poverty,

and parents and caregivers lose

wages when they are unable to

work and have to care for chil-

dren affected by these diseases.

I believe in the power of 

vaccines, and hope that more

people will join in fighting the 

unseen enemy by promoting

vaccine access worldwide. If you

want to do everything possible

to make sure children are

healthy and protected from 

preventable diseases, vaccina-

tion is the best way to do that!

Withholding vaccines place children at risk from infection
Dr K K Aggarwal, Past President IMAS and President Elect CMAAO

M
ultiple studies have

failed to demonstrate

any association be-

tween measles, mumps, and

rubella or MMR vaccination and

autism or other chronic 

diseases. However, there is an

association between congenital

rubella syndrome and autism,

highlighting a potential role 

for MMR immunisation in the

prevention of autism spectrum

disorders [J Pediatr 1978;

93:699.].

The prevalence of autism has

increased over the last two

decades. The real or perceived

increase in autism cases has 

occurred at a time when the

number of recommended child-

hood vaccines also have in-

creased. Parents of children with

autism have identified a tempo-

ral association between immuni-

sations and the onset of more ev-

ident symptoms of autism in the

second year of life, leading to

speculation that certain vaccines

constituents may play a role in

the development of autism. But

multiple large, well-designed epi-

demiologic studies and system-

atic reviews do not support 

an association between the

measles, mumps, and rubella

vaccine and autism.

On the other hand, the 

administration of childhood 

vaccines has led to a decline 

in the incidence of childhood 

diseases that can have severe 

sequelae. Withholding vaccines

from a child because of a hypo-

thetical risk places the child at

risk for real infection that may

have real sequelae.

The benefits of vaccines are

clear. Several infectious diseases

that were once associated with

significant morbidity and 

mortality have been almost 

eliminated through the develop-

ment, distribution, and almost

universal administration of pro-

tective vaccines.

With the declining incidence

of once-common vaccine-pre-

ventable diseases, parents of

young children may not appreci-

ate the potential severity or dire

consequences of the illnesses.

Parents who lack such appreci-

ation may be willing to forego

immunisations for their chil-

dren, particularly if unproven

risks are highly publicised.

When this occurs, immunisa-

tion rates decline, and outbreaks

of infectious diseases, such as

measles and pertussis, may 

occur with significant morbidity

and mortality.

Although the overall preva-

lence of complete vaccine refusal

is <2 per cent substantial 

numbers of parents refuse one

or more vaccines or request that

vaccines be administered on an

alternative schedule. Concern

about vaccine safety is the most

common reason for vaccine 

refusal. Other parental concerns

may focus on the belief that 

vaccines are not necessary or

freedom of choice. Remember

vaccine refusal may result 

in vaccine-preventable disease

in the individual and/or out-

breaks of vaccine-preventable

disease in unvaccinated and 

vaccinated individuals.
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Benefits of vaccines highly outweigh their risks
James Mather, Infectious Diseases Analyst, GlobalData 

G
lobalData’s primary and

secondary research into

vaccine hesitancy sug-

gests that it is caused primarily

by the availability of misinforma-

tion propagated through the 

internet, as well as via non-scien-

tific press articles and other 

media outlets. In the case of

MMR specifically, the link 

between MMR vaccines and 

development disorders such as

Autism Spectrum Disorder

(ASD) stems from now re-

tracted fraudulent research by

Andrew Wakefield and col-

leagues, originally published in

The Lancet. Their study only had

a small cohort of participants

but was still published and heav-

ily cited before its retraction,

which generated public mistrust

in MMR vaccines. As part of

their retraction, it was stated

that the data did not show a

causal link between MMR vac-

cines and ASD. Excluding this

study, the vast majority of vac-

cine R&D has shown that in

most situations the benefits of

vaccines highly outweigh their

risks, both for individuals and for

public health. 

MMR vaccines are live-atten-

uated vaccines, which often

carry increased risks compared

to other types of vaccines since

they contain pathogens capable

of replicating, but these risks are

not significant compared to the

protection they provide for the

majority of patients; however,

patients with compromised 

immune systems are unable to

receive these vaccines. Other

risks associated with vaccines

generally include localised 

inflammation at the injection site

and other systemic effects, usu-

ally mild fever, drowsiness, or

vomiting. These small risks are

significantly outweighed by the

protection offered to the individ-

ual and communities if enough

of the population are immunised

to allow herd immunity to 

prevent disease outbreaks.

Big Pharma have spent mil-

lions of dollars on combating the

stigma that was generated sur-

rounding links between vaccines

and developmental disorders.

Over the last decade, immunisa-

tion rates, particularly for MMR

vaccines, have improved, how-

ever, in the last couple of years

major outbreaks of measles have

struck developed countries due

to inadequate MMR immunisa-

tion coverage amongst their

populations. 

Merck, Sanofi, and GSK are

the major players in childhood

immunisations across the globe

marketing DTaP, MMR, ro-

tavirus, and influenza vaccines

in many different markets.

These three companies cur-

rently dominate the pediatric

vaccines market, and therefore

increasing immunisation rates

by working with national and in-

ternational initiatives and invest-

ing in future R&D efforts is es-

sential to their short- and long-

term revenue streams. 

Although improvement is

still possible, due to the efficacy

and safety provided by the cur-

rently available range of vac-

cines, R&D into childhood vac-

cines in North America and

Europe is fairly subdued. There is

currently significantly more clin-

ical development activity from

native biotechnology and phar-

maceutical companies in mar-

kets such as India, where Big

Pharma does not dominate the

vaccines market. Therefore, op-

portunity for newcomers to the

childhood vaccines space should

aim to target emerging markets

across APAC, Asia, South Amer-

ica, and Africa in order to re-

ceive adequate return from the

expensive process of developing

vaccines.
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To vaccinate or not – is that the right question?
Jean-Pierre BAYLET, Country Head – Sanofi Pasteur, India and South Asia

I
magine waking up in the

morning to know that while

you were asleep, a virus 

attacked your baby’s central

nervous system, robbing your

child of the ability to walk! 

Unfortunately, for the longest

time in human history, what we

know as polio was a legitimate

fear of millions of parents. Imag-

ine waking up one day with high

fever, chills, headache, body pain

and vomiting. After getting

treated for these symptoms, just

when you start feeling better, a

rash appears on your face, later

spreading to hands, forearms,

and the rest of your body. The

rashes later develop into ab-

scesses filled with fluid and pus,

which would break open and

scab over, eventually falling off

and leaving pit mark scars.

Through all this, you would be

cut off from society so that you

don’t spread this infection. For

thousands of years, a large 

number of people contracted

and suffered from this disease -

what we know today as small

pox. In fact, the global death toll

from smallpox during the 20th

century was estimated to be

around 300 million.

In 1967, the World Health 

Organisation set up a plan to

fight smallpox, and it was 

declared eradicated in 1980. On

the same model, the Global Polio

Eradication Initiative was

launched in 1988. In the 2020s,

polio may well become the sec-

ond human disease to disappear.

So, what can change the

course of history? Vaccines! The

presence of this one discovery

ensured that children, across the

world, enjoy a carefree child-

hood and lead a healthy life. Ac-

cording to the WHO, between

2010 and 2015, vaccines pre-

vented at least 10 million deaths,

and protected more from illness.

It is therefore, a no-brainer

when the question of whether

to vaccinate or not arises. The

question that I would ask in-

stead is – can I trust the quality

of vaccine being given to me or

my child? While this should be

true for everything related to

health, it is especially impor-

tant in the case of vaccines.

Vaccination consists of intro-

ducing an agent i.e. bacteria,

virus, or molecule into the

body. The agent has no ability

to make you sick but still has

the ability to induce an immune

response. The body remem-

bers this immune response

when you are naturally at-

tacked by the ‘said’ agent and

protects you from it. In short, a

vaccine is a biological product

whose purpose is to protect the

healthy people who receive it

and hence, has to be held to the

highest standard of safety. 

At Sanofi Pasteur, 70 per

cent of the manufacturing time is

spent on quality checks. Prior to

their approval by the health au-

thorities, our vaccines are tested

extensively to ensure they are ef-

fective and safe. Once in use, they

are also continually monitored

for safety through our pharma-

covigilance system. This is cru-

cial, as like any biological prod-

uct, every batch of vaccine will

differ in efficacy if not tested for

consistency and quality. 

So next time, when you are

given a choice to vaccinate, don’t

ask whether it’s worth it or not.

What you should ask is – has the

vaccine been amply tested for

safety and efficacy? When you

know the answer to this, you will

know that there is no bigger gift

than vaccination you can give to

your loved one.

No myths please: In science we trust
Kanchana TK, Kanchana TK, Director General, Organisation of Pharmaceutical Producers of India

“V
accines are the tug-

boats of preventive

health”, said

William Herbert Foege, Ameri-

can epidemiologist credited with

devising the strategy that helped

eliminate small pox. Immunisa-

tion is a proven tool for control-

ling and even eradicating 

disease, and undoubtedly, child-

hood vaccines are one of the

great triumphs of modern medi-

cine. It has substantially reduced

morbidity and mortality from 

infectious diseases in much of

the developed world. 

A successful immunisation

programme is of relevance to 

India as it contributes to one

fifth of global under five mortality

with a significant number of

deaths attributable to vaccine

preventable diseases. There 

is no doubt that substantial

progress has been achieved in

India with wider use of vaccines,

resulting in prevention of several

diseases. However, a lot remains

to be done.  

Now, India has resolved to 

eliminate measles and control

congenital rubella syndrome

(CRS) by 2020. The Ministry of

Health and Family Welfare has

initiated measles-rubella (MR)

vaccination in the age group of

nine months to less than 15 years

in a phased manner across the

nation. The campaign aims to

cover approximately 41 crore

children. The aim is to rapidly

build up immunity for both

measles and rubella diseases in

the community to knock out the

disease.  Fortunately, we have 

effective and affordable vaccines

to take on all the three diseases-

measles, mumps and rubella. 

According to IAP Guidebook

on Immunisations 2013-14, while

single dose of rubella/ rubella

containing vaccines is enough 

to provide almost 100 per cent

protection against the disease,

two or more doses of measles

and mumps vaccines are needed

to accord adequate protection.

For purposes of universal immu-

nisation, the vaccine should be

introduced in areas where 

immunisation coverage is at

least 80 per cent and can be sus-

tained on a long-term basis.

The Guidebook also states

that the MMR vaccine should be

given early to have much higher

coverage than introducing it late

at the time of second booster of

DTP. According to available evi-

dence, both these vaccines

(MR/MMR) can be given safely

at different ages including at 9

months of age. It is critical to

achieve minimum 80 per cent

coverage of childhood vaccina-

tion which will not allow virus 

to circulate freely and infect

women of child bearing age, thus

avoiding any inadvertent epi-

demiological shift.

However, scepticism towards

immunisation still prevails. 

Globally too, the opposition to 

vaccines has remained a con-

cern. Public opinions about 

vaccination include varied and

deep-seated beliefs, a result of

the tension between divergent

cultural viewpoints and value

systems. While some of these

have been triggered by philo-

sophical and personal beliefs,

most of them are due to 

unfounded understanding of 

science and modern medicine.

World over there are a few

voices that question the safety of

the vaccines. Especially for vac-

cines for children, is it ethical to

let these voices determine the

choice one makes as parents for

their children? Are these voices

emerging from science and 

rationality? Or are they misin-

terpretations, myths or lack of

awareness?

While, the future of immuni-

sation depends on the success of

medical research for vaccines

that are simpler to administer

and will provide a more substan-

tial and long-lasting immune 

response, the need for continued

communication and collabora-

tion between medical and public

health officials and the public 

regarding acceptable and effec-

tive immunisation continue to

remain critical. Candidly, all vac-

cines do have inherent risk of ad-

verse events following immuni-

sation (AEFI), but the benefits

are undoubtedly immense, and

clearly outweigh the risks.  As

the world progresses, science-

based evidence will deliver the

proof points as vaccines con-

tinue to play an important role in

improving public health.
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T
he techtonic shift of

global healthcare from

small molecules to bio-

logics is hard to ignore any-

more and considering the im-

minent problems that biologic

drugs bring forth in terms of

drug pricing and affordability,

the role of biosimilars has

never been more 

important. While there has

been no significant engage-

ment in novel biologics from

Indian pharma majors,

biosimilars are a hard to ig-

nore growth opportunity for

Indian companies going be-

yond small molecule generics

ridden with intense competi-

tion and price pressures.

There is growing interest in

the Indian landscape 

and is evidenced by increasing

number of new companies

jumping on the biosimilars

bandwagon. The segment is

critical if Indian industry is to

obtain the targeted $100 bil-

lion bio-economy.

With record number of 

domestic approvals, active 

engagement in semi-regulated

markets and growing footprint

in regulated markets, the In-

dian biosimilar industry is

poised at the cusp of growth.

There is an active pipeline in

the country today, with many

companies marching towards

regulated markets. Check

Table 1 that indicates pipeline of

some of the leading players in the 

segment.

It is imperative to nurture

the vibrant industry landscape

and support the industry in

value realisation. It is impor-

tant to equip participants with

the right arsenal to combat

commercial challenges around

market entry and access in do-

mestic as well as international

markets.

Major areas of challenges

to combat in order to secure a

sustainable future for Indian-

made biosimilars and key 

recommendations are sum-

marised below.

Expanding markets in 

domestic landscape: Need

for a multi-stakeholder ap-

proach: As highlighted in ear-

lier sections of the publication,

the volume penetration of

biosimilars within the country

is appallingly low, with less

than 10 per cent for the largest

biosimilar market of

trastuzumab. Despite price

control of key biosimilar

drugs, overall penetration of

drugs remains sub-optimal.

Wielding price control as an

arsenal has always been a dou-

ble-edged sword and high cau-

tion needs to be exercised to

ensure right balance between

affordable access and reward

for innovation. In the case of

Recommendations and way forward for Indian
biosimilars industry: Road to a sustainable future
A research paper from Sathguru Consultants offers recommendations to nurture the vibrant
biosimilars industry landscape and support in value realisation. Excerpts
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biosimilars, it has mostly re-

sulted in shrinking of markets

without a corresponding im-

pact on expansion of access to

care due to overall cost of care

still being unaffordable for

more than 80 per cent of the

target population. The market

has reached a point of limbo

where value realisation has

saturated at a very low level of

market penetration and there

is negligible commercial in-

centive for companies to ex-

pand markets further.

Thus, there is an urgent

need for government interven-

tion and a multi-stakeholder

approach for expanding vol-

ume penetration and 

propelling the domestic

biosimilars market towards

success.

i. Better tranparency in 

pricing

Price competition in Indian

biosimilars market mostly pre-

vails at hospital level to win

business vs competitors and

the price benefit is not being

transferred to the patients, de-

spite the drugs being price con-

trolled. This is a significant

concern in a landscape where

overall cost of care for indica-

tions such as cancer is already

unaffordable for more than 80

per cent of the population.

Transparency in pricing and

margins at different stages of

value chain is thus need of the

hour, in order to trigger market

expansion to patients who are

currently out of the affordability

net. This recommendation, if

accepted will pave way for ben-

efits of price competition to be

transferred to patients. 

ii. Inclusion of critical 

biologics in public programs

Considering the largely out-of-

pocket nature of the Indian

market, affordability qualms

heavily limit market penetra-

tion, as the cost of care for 

biologic drugs remain a lofty

luxury for majority of the pop-

ulation. In the case of oncol-

ogy, in addition to cost of the

drug itself, there has been high

concern on patient drop-outs

due to overall cost of care not

being affordable. For instance,

trastuzumab in the case of

breast cancer is used as a pri-

mary systematic therapy and

also as neo-adjuvant or adju-

vant therapy. In the case of the

latter, in addition to cost of the

drug, overall cost of care in-

cludes cost of hospitalisation

and cost of surgery and/or

chemotherapy. To expand ac-

cess, we need to address ac-

cess issues for both, overall

cost of care and the drug itself.

In the current landscape, even

in the few states where cancer

care is paid for, Government

schemes don’t cover biosimi-

lars or peptide drugs and only

cover traditional small mole-

cule drugs. 

If we need to push the

boundaries on adoption to

achieve meaningful impact of

affordable biologics on health

outcomes, their inclusion in

Government schemes is criti-

cal. At the current price levels,

such inclusion is also likely to

be supported by sound health-

economic justification. More

importantly, expanding cover-

age of healthcare schemes to

biosimilars will be doubly re-

warding for the nation - doing

so will significantly enhance

access to healthcare for the

population while also building

in financial viability for

biosimilar makers in their

home turf. 

iii. Move towards aggre-

gated buying for public 

access

Current price control mecha-

nisms do not factor in the

large economic diversity of the

Indian population and are 

exercised as one-size-fits-all

approach for capping prices to

all sections of the population.

The upper economic tiers

have several times more

propensity to pay than the

fixed prices while the lower

tiers come nowhere near af-

fording the same price. In ef-

fect, this could have even re-

sulted in shrinking the overall

addressable market size for

biosimilars, without substan-

tially expanding the market

size and overall level of pene-

tration. Cross-subsidisation

models in the vaccine industry

in India, for instance, is a clear

success story of achieving sus-

tainable pricing economics en-

suring both affordable access

as well as value realisation for

manufacturers. While sub-

stantial pooling of volume pro-

curement in the public immu-

nisation system has driven

volume based price economics

for affordable access, freedom

of pricing in private markets

has ensured reward for inno-

vation and value realisation

for manufacturers without

compromising affordability.

Inclusion of biosimilars in pro-

grams such as Ayushman

Bharat will open windows for

Company Pipeline Info Target Markets Stage of Development7

Intas Biologicals 5 biosimilars in the pipeline for India, and 5 for regulated markets of EU and USA

Biocon

Adalimumab Global Phase 3 completed

Trastuzumab Approved in USA, Under review in EU, Canada & Australia,
Filed/Marketed in Emerging markets

Pegfilgrastim USA, EU, Canada,Australia, EM Filing

Bevacizumab Marketed in India Global Phase 3

Filgrastim - Early Development

Etanercept -

Dr. Reddys 

Pegfilgrastim EU, USA Approval enabling studies initiated

Rituximab EU, USA

Bevacizumab EU, USA

2 new molecules entering clinical development in coming months

Zydus Cadila 8 biosimilars in the pipelines for regulated markets and India

Reliance Life Sciences 14 biosimilars in global pipeline

Lupin Pharma 5 biosimilars in global pipeline

Wockhardt 4 biosimilars in global pipeline

TABLE 1
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the government to explore

similar models for biosimilars

well. Considering the futuris-

tic importance of large mole-

cule drugs in allaying health-

care burden, it is critical to

think of prudent ways to ex-

pand access in India and en-

sure our population does not

lose out on such frontier med-

ical advances, especially after

being made more affordable

through availability of biosim-

ilars. 

iv. Incentivise technology 

acquisition and improve 

fiscal incentives

Although many Indian com-

panies have cracked the com-

plex production know-how in

biosimilars in microbial as well

as mammalian platforms,

there is a need to enhance fo-

cus on upstream technology

development. Even companies

that are ahead of the game in

domestic markets are still

grappling with issues related

to manufacturing perform-

ance and production yield and

are exploring organic as well

as inorganic ways to improve

manufacturing performance.

Considering criticality of time

to markets in the biosimilars

market, it is important to sup-

port timely access of technolo-

gies that enable companies to

forge a competitive market en-

try. High performing clones

will be a critical competitive

factor for companies as sus-

tainable success hinges largely

on production economics, es-

pecially as prices erode and

unit cost and enhanced capex

recovery become critical.

Moreover, in an environment

where prices crash with every

additional competitor enter-

ing the market, companies

without significant success in

yield and manufacturing eco-

nomics will lose competitive-

ness, and companies with bet-

ter yields, even if late to

Company Product Pipeline Details

Apcegen Technologies Private Limited Portfolio information undisclosed 

Clonz Biotech Private Limited Rituximab,Trastuzumab and Ranibizumab under preclinical development; Bevacizumab, Denosumab and
Ustekinumab under clone development stage 

Enzene Biosciences Private Limited (with
strategic investment from Alkem
Laboratories Limited) 

Advanced stage of clinical development for 6 molecules for domestic market; One recombinant molecule and
one monoclonal antibody in developmental pipeline for global markets 

Epygen Biotech Private Limited Advancing a biosimilar for Streptokinase licensed from Institute of Microbial Technology (IMTECH),
Chandigarh, expected to launch in 2018. Pipeline includes Bevacizumab and Pegfilgrastim 

Genesys Biologics Private Limited Insulin Biosimilars Imgenex India Private Limited Trastuzumab in preclinical stage; adalimumab, bevacizumab,
ustekinumab, and nivolumab in R&D 

Levim Biotech Streptokinase and GLP-1 biosimilar in pipeline

TABLE 2
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markets, can quickly aggre-

gate and consolidate market

share due to better price com-

petitiveness. 

◗ Much of global R&D begins

in academia and thus capacity

building for clone develop-

ment can also be nurtured

within the country via pooling

scattered skilled resources

through competent academia-

industry 

collaboration through creating

PPP consortiums for collabo-

ration in core technology 

development.

◗ Bilateral government pro-

grams are another avenue to

trigger capacity building

within the country. It is time to

take a leaf from legendary pro-

grams such as Indo-US Vac-

cine Action Programme

(VAP), which has resulted in

upstream development of safe

and efficacious vaccines

against some of the major

communicable diseases

through concerted efforts

from eminent scientists, insti-

tutions and policymakers from

both countries.

◗ Current non-dilutive funding

mechanism from the govern-

ment do not fund technology

acquisition. Even current fis-

cal incentives are limited to 

in-house research and devel-

opment and revenue from out-

licensing of Indian patents. To

equip the Indian biosimilar 

industry to be globally com-

petitive in the near-term, it is

critical that such fiscal incen-

tives be extended to corporate 

investments in technology ac-

quisition. Korea sets a good

global benchmark for incen-

tivising technology acquisi-

tion. Tax incentives are pro-

vided for M&A activities that

furthers innovation potential

of the country. When a domes-

tic Korean firm merges with a

technology-led SME, the

merging/ acquiring company

is eligible to avail a 10 per cent

tax credit on the payment

made, up to the value of the ac-

quired technology. Technology

acquisition is the starting

point of risk investments

made by companies and it is

important that de-risking sup-

port be extended to the point

of technology acquisition. 

Establishing competence
in global markets

The global biosimilars indus-

try is at the cusp of transition,

with regulatory framework

evolving and streamlining in

multiple countries. Much of

Indian made biosimilars are

yet to see light of the day in

global markets, although ini-

tial momentum is seeded by a

couple of frontrunners such as

Biocon and Intas with their

initial approvals in US and Eu-

ropean markets. Considering

much of future value lies in

global markets, it is important

to consider ways to accelerate

engagement and trigger value

realization in these markets.

Such participation in high

value markets and value real-

ization will also be a critical

precursor to expanding level

of industry engagement, cat-

alyzing further investments,

and setting in motion the cycle

of portfolio investments. 

i. Nurture Strategic Part-

nerships for Market Access

High levels of binary risk and

unsurmountable levels of in-

vestment are the main factors

hindering active engagement

of Indian companies in global

markets. Considering exis-

tence of large stalwarts in the

domestic market, pooling of

resources will help in signifi-

cantly defraying risks and

yield more bandwidth for

shouldering investments.

Strategic collaborations with

global counterparts could also

achieve the same goal and ad-

ditionally provide access to

their regulatory and market-

ing strength in global markets.

Such collaborations also ele-

vate the quality confidence

and reputation of Indian-made 

assets, which is much needed

in the current landscape,

where assets approved from

India and the Indian biosimi-

lar regulations are still per-

ceived inferior to global ones.

Leveraging co-investment col-

laborations will be critical to

accelerate path to markets

and translate current level of

active engagement in Indian

industry to significant value

realisation. 

ii. Foster support ecosys-

tem to drive confidence in 

assets: While solutions for

more optimal value realisation

are very externally dependent

on regulator and market

forces, a more conducive ex-

port environment as well as

more consolidated effort by in-

dustry can potentially make

this 

engagement sustainable and

scalable. Small molecule for-

mulation exports from India

are a formidable example of

multiple ministries and indus-

try working together to create

a forthcoming export ecosys-

tem and receptiveness for 

Indian products globally.

Pharmexcil has played an 

instrumental role in driving 

export success of Indian-made

generic drugs and in establish-

ing their quality reputation in

regulated markets. Given the

expanse of investments with

limited realised return, and

the continuing misconception

about inferiority of Indian

biosimilar approval pathways,

a similar thrust and a support

framework is called for even in

the biosimilars segment.

iii. Establish regulatory

reciprocity in ROW markets:

While the regulatory rigor be-

tween Indian National Regula-

tory Authority (NRA) 

approved products and US

and EU regulations is hard to

bridge, it is quite comparable

with other emerging markets,

yet different regulatory path-

ways in different countries call

for significant bridging work

to be done for approvals. Regu-

latory reciprocity for Indian

National Regulatory Authority

approved products will enable

greater scalability in these

markets. One such develop-

ment that could help in better

harmonization of country-level

requirements is the WHO Pre-

qualification Program. The

WHO prequalification pilot is

an encouraging global devel-

opment in this direction and

the industry will greatly bene-

fit from concerted effort to

ease market access and cre-

ation of any aggregated pro-

curement mechanisms akin to

antiretroviral drugs and vac-

cines. In the interim, facili-

tated regulatory guidance and

advisory support for Indian

companies pursuing this path

for the first time would also

greatly facilitate more effi-

cient market access in this

complex landscape. 

Nurture the start-up
ecosystem to encourage
newer ventures
The biosimilars game being a

tough one to crack even for es-

tablished Indian players, the

challenges are multiple times

more complex for aspiring

young ventures looking to tap

into the evolving market op-

portunity. There are a handful

of Indian start-ups venturing

in biosimilars, some of which

are highlighted in Table 2

The biosimilars game be-

ing a tough one to crack even

for established Indian players,

the challenges are multiple

times more complex for aspir-

ing young ventures looking to

tap into the evolving market

opportunity. There are a hand-

ful of Indian start-ups ventur-

ing in biosimilars, some of

which are highlighted in the

table.

Firstly the investment-

heavy nature of the segment is

a deterrent in multiple stages

of the product lifecycle. Start-

ups that are incubated well

typically tend to be able to

manage costs until early ana-

lytical work at lab scale, as

bulk of the costs till then com-

prise of cost of consumables

and small animal experiments

which could be covered under

grant funding. Early stage pro-

grammatic investments from

DBT and other grant

providers has been instrumen-

tal in catalyzing these ven-

tures. Costs skyrocket in sub-

sequent stages where

products enter preclinical ani-

mal testing and clinical stage.

There is a huge valley of death

in terms of scale-up infra-

structure at this stage charac-

terized with negligible level of

early stage venture capital. 

Challenges also prevail in

accessing quality genetically

modified animal models for re-

search. There is no domestic

capacity in the country for GM

animals and the research

ecosystem today completely

depends on imports for this

critical need. Average waiting

period for import ranges from

1.5 to 2 years thus unduly

stretching time to markets.

Additionally, there is a near

void of affordable cGMP pilot

facilities in India for manufac-

turing clinical grade material,

which is a critical deterrent in

advancing these programs to-

wards market. Considering

high binary risk in commer-

cialization, upfront invest-

ments on manufacturing facil-

ities is a risk factor even for
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established companies with

strong balance sheets. Glob-

ally, even innovators tend to

outsource manufacturing of

biomaterial for clinical trials

to reputed contract organiza-

tions, which could cost as high

as $ 2M for a single batch.

Companies either work out

larger CMO contracts or oper-

ationalize commercial facility

investments only post product

approval, in order to minimize

sunk costs, should the product

fail regulatory approvals. The

same challenge prevails in

biosimilar markets as well, es-

pecially affecting smaller ven-

tures, with a clear market

need for shared infrastructure

in the country for manufactur-

ing of clinical material. The

current situation is such that

younger ventures that em-

barked on biosimilar develop-

ment have eroded in value and

face highly uncertain future

due to slow pace of portfolio

development. The most signif-

icant impediment in the path

of younger ventures has been

dearth of investments espe-

cially in context of exalting

level of capex for CGMP facil-

ities for clinical trial lots in the

absence of a strong CMO

ecosystem or shared facilities

in the country. While early

stage programmatic invest-

ments from DBT and other

grant providers has been in-

strumental in catalyzing these

ventures, it is critical that

scale-up infrastructure and

followon investment ecosys-

tem is nurtured with urgent

attention. 

i. Non-Dilutive Funding

For Clinical Development

While India has a strong base

of non-dilutive grant funding

opportunities, thanks to DBT

and BIRAC, for initial de-risk-

ing of technology, the quan-

tum of such funding is insuffi-

cient in light of the long

lifecycle of biosimilar product

development and validation.

While current nondilutive

funding mechanisms from In-

dian Government can support

young ventures in the first

few steps of development, a

well-structured funding to

de-risk the most capital in-

tensive step of clinical valida-

tion for global markets could

truly be instrumental in In-

dian industry carving global

presence in biosimilars. To be

truly impactful, such funding

mechanism needs to be of

sizeable quantum and take

cognizance of time sensitivity

of the biosimilar commercial-

ization process. DBT's $250

million i3 program or the Na-

tional Biopharma Mission is a

step in this direction, and

such platforms need to be ex-

panded to sustain the startup

ecosystem engaged in biosim-

ilars and novel biologics. ii.

Common cGMP Infrastruc-

ture for Clinical Trial Material

In the absence of a strong

CMO ecosystem for bio manu-

facturing in the country, cre-

ation of common cGMP infra-

structure for manufacturing

of clinical trial material is the

need of the hour. With several

competitors struggling to

make their mark in global

markets, India’s competence

lies largely in low cost manu-

facturing and it is important

to nurture a competent bio

manufacturing ecosystem to

achieve it. This could be facil-

itated through PPP models or

strategic buying of private

sector capacity. Both Indian

as well as international com-

panies can be employed to op-

erate these facilities, to trig-

ger local bio manufacturing

competency. As a challenge

that also impacts ventures

developing vaccines and

novel biologics, this challenge

calls for immediate attention.

Again, DBT's i3 program in-

cludes the mandate of creat-

ing such common manufac-

turing capacity and when

operationalized could provide

great respite to ventures pur-

suing biosimilars. 
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Understanding 
The Benefits Of 

Disposable Garments:
What Is In The Material & 
Why Choose Single Use 

Garments ?

TM

Compliance to industry standards & regulations. Aseptic processing. Cleanroom operations. Chemical hazards. You have a lot to consider and it's tough to be sure 
you're making the best possible choices when it comes to protecting your processes, products and your people. Ansell is pleased to partner with June Enterprise 

th stto host the 'Cleanroom Gloves and Garment Selection Seminar' in Hyderabad and Ahmedabad on the 30 January 2019 and 1 February 2019 respectively. 
Email us at or call us at +91 9833474859 / +603 55693857 for more details.malaysia@ansell.com

Join Us At The Cleanroom Gloves And Garment Selection Seminar

The current situation is such that younger
ventures that embarked on biosimilar
development have eroded in value and face highly
uncertain future due to slow pace of portfolio
development
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What was the focus at

PMEC India 2018? 

Thomas Hofmaier, Head of

Business Unit Process

Technology Pharma, Glatt:

This was Glatt’s sixth year at

PMEC India. Our vision,

strategy approach is that

each year we show what is

new in technology from a

global point of view. Not only

for India because we believe

that the world has changed a

lot so there should be no

differentiation at all between

the technology used in

different countries, be it in

the US, China or Germany. 

So we bring new

technology to this show each

year and communicate this to

our customers here in India.

This year we saw the

heaviest attraction was for

the TwinPro technology,

which allows the fusion of two

processes into one single

machine: the classical high

shear granulation line where

the granules are made,

followed by the drying,

typically in a fluid bed dryer.  

This unique process fusion

unites our decades of process

experience in high shear

granulation with pioneering

expertise in fluidised bed

drying for the first time.

Customers benefit: Removing

wet sieving and product

transfer eliminates a critical

step. The result: significantly

less process time and easier

cleaning. Removing a

complete machine unit also

reduces the installation,

building and running

expenses while maintaining

excellent function. So both

quality and performance have

been significantly improved

in our TwinPro technology.

This (the TwinPro

technology) is one big

invention we worked on for

five years which we launched

at ACHEMA 2018 in Germany

and we were proud to show it

immediately at PMEC India

2018, for customers who are

interested in getting high

performance, better quality

out of the system. 

Secondly, globally, over

the last ten years we've seen

the clear move towards

containment solutions,

specially with manufacturing

of hormones and high potent

drugs. This is to protect the

environment as well as the

people working on the

machines and also to avoid

cross contamination issues.

Complete containment

solutions are the key and we

see significant interest in

India as well to go into such

products and systems. This

year we showed a complete

integrated line, granulation

line for small batches because

typically these products are

highly potent so the batches

are small. We have optimised

this operation to a very

compact machine. Again,

yield and transfer time is

important. The less product

loss you have, the better the

performance. And you can

imagine that if you have a

Glatt does not just sell machines, we provide
unique solutions to customers’ requirements

I N T E R V I E W

Mirko Nowak, Corporate Marketing, Glatt represents part of the third generation of 
the family-owned business started by his grandfather Werner Glatt in 1954. On a recent visit
to India for PMEC 2018, Nowak, Thomas Hofmaier, Head of Business Unit Process
Technology Pharma, Glatt and Anuvrat Singal, Executive Director, Glatt India Engineering
spoke to Viveka Roychowdhury on their launches at PMEC 2018 and the trends they foresee
for 2019 and beyond

(L-R) Anuvrat Singal, Executive Director, Glatt India Engineering with Thomas Hofmaier, Head of Business Unit

Process Technology Pharma, Glatt and Mirko Nowak, Corporate Marketing, Glatt at the Glatt stall at PMEC

India 2018
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small batch and a lot of

product gets wasted inside

the machine, the losses will

be expensive. We improved

the overall concept (of

containment solutions) and

we showed that at Pmec India

as a technology from our

factory out of Pune. 

Thirdly, last year we

showed a direct compression

line in the area of continuous

manufacturing because we

strongly believe that cost,

performance is also

important for India. This year,

we showed our newest

development, MODCOS XS-

line, the smallest continuous

wet granulation line for

process development  and

feasibility studies on

continuous processes. We saw

there was demand to first test

the formulation on a

continuous line using as less

product as possible. When

something works

continuously, and it needs a

trial, you need a lot of

material (during the testing).

When you go with 50 kgs per

hour and need to test it for a

longer period, just doing the

feasibility trial gets expensive. 

So we developed a

solution, which we can

proudly call the smallest

continuous (pharma

manufacturing) device in the

world. This too was launched

at ACHEMA 2018 and then at

PMEC here in India. Our

product line is called

MODCOS, for modular

continuous system. Our

differentiation is that because

it is modular, you can

combine it with different

modules according to the

need of the

formulation/product and the

customer. This differentiates

us very strongly from

competition. 

The fourth highlight at the

Pmec India show was the

pelletising system for small

batches. This is again part of

the MODCOS system. This is

a semi continuous process,

where you continuosly have a

high shear granulation with a

vertical granulator. It then

goes into a pellitiser, followed

by a spheroniser, followed by

two steps of pelletising in one

continuous line. This is also

for small batches for

feasibility studies which can

be then transferred from the

5 kg per hour to the bigger

sizes like 800 kg per hour. At

PMEC we showed the

smallest compact line for

R&D. 

We also displayed the next

generation of pilot scale drum

coaters, the GCSi, the GC

Pilot. We've displayed them

over the past five years but

we like to show the

continuous improvement and

new functionality of that

machine. This machine sells

quite well but we do not stop

the development. We showed

a complete closed (product)

charging system. Again this

is as per industry standards

for completely contained

systems. So this system is a

completely closed system so

the dust contamination to

operators is kept to the

minimum possible. That’s not

a completely new technology

but we showed some

evolution…continuous

improvement. 

We are happy that people

are recognising that we are

continuing (to introduce) new

technologies 

How important a market is

India to Glatt, in terms of

market size and share of

global revenues? 

Hofmaier: We are a family

owned business company and

we do not believe in (chasing

market share. For us the

question was not whether it is

worth our while in India...it

was…how we can establish

leadership in terms of quality

and service in this growing

market.

What are the trends in 2019

to watch out for? 

Hofmaier: We work on

projects across the world and

since India is a big pharma

hub, we are engaged with

quite a few pharma projects

in this country. 

Having worked for Glatt

for about 30 years, the trend

for us that I am observing is

that the projects which we

are receiving now are asking

for more customised

solutions. Not the typical

standard formulations made

in stainless steel batch sized

vessels, with one single

product going out of a factory.

India is also now changing

into a very innovative

formulations provider and we

provide the technology for

that. So the orders are much

more customised for a

specific formulation. Which is

why it is very important for

us to show complete system

integration capabilities. 

So when Anuvrat (Singal,

Executive Director, Glatt

India Engineering) comes to

us with an engineering design

idea (for a particular client's

need), we would like to be

very quick to serve with a

customised solution. We at

Glatt have a huge shelf of

solutions from all over the

world which we then put

together. This is why it is

important to have good

relations with other (solution

providers, equipment

manufacturing) companies

because it (manufacturing)

doesn't end with our

solutions, it goes on to the

next stage of the process

which will be done on

machines from other

companies. We don't work

with these companies

exclusively but we share our

knowledge with them. 

Anuvrat Singal: We are a

projects driven company and

we will go where the projects

are. Glatt is of course at the

forefront when it comes to

powder and powder

processing but we are also

quite strong from the

engineering consultancy

perspective in everything to

do with pharma, biotech,

chemical and medical

devices. We have project

references in insulin projects,

monoclonal antibodies,

medical devices, API’s. Not

just in India but in South East

Asia, Middle East, CIS

nations, US, Africa….etc.

From an engineering

perspective, one of the unique

things we have observed is

that the industry does not

want to go horizontal, but

vertical. Land is a very

valuable resource, not just in

India but across the world.

Glatt has some very unique

concepts from a technology

point of view where they can

use Mother Nature to our

benefit. For example, if you

are using 4-5 tonne of

material in a day, then gravity

can be used to your benefit.

So a unique engineering

design of the facility along

with a unique equipment

concept comes into play This

is where we are able to

collaborate with the other

divisions within the Glatt

group and give a complete

solution to the customer –

‘one stop shop’. The API

industry always followed the

vertical concept but now we

are seeing the same concept

in more formulations and

sterile facilities as well. 

Hofmaier: As we are a family

driven company, we also see

value in our employees. We

have a great team here in

India, where not just the

seniors but the younger

engineers as well are very

knowledgeable about the

technology and variants of

the projects. We do not sell

just machines, we provide

unique solutions to our

customers' specific

requirements. 

Herr Novak, as a

representative of the

founding family, what does

the India market represent

to you? 

Mirko Nowak, Corporate

Marketing: For us, India has

always been an important

market in the past and will get

more important in the future

as well. In today’s global and

inter connected world, India’s

requirement is changing. We

strongly believe that

adaptability of newer

innovative technologies is

growing in India now and we

as Glatt are proud to be a part

of India’s success story. We

are delivering more and more

bespoke solutions to the

individual needs of our

customer - precisely and

efficiently implemented. Our

focus is always the best

solution for our customer’s

specific request. We are quite

honoured of our teams here in

India. They are doing a great

job of promoting our

company's products,

increasing the number of

projects out of India as well as

delivering our philosophy –

‘integrated process solutions’.

We are Glatt without limits… 

viveka.r@expressindia.com

We showed a direct compression line in the area of
continuous manufacturing because we strongly
believe that cost, performance is also important
for India.This year, we showed our newest
development, MODCOS XS-line, the smallest
continuous wet granulation line for process
development  and feasibility studies on
continuous processes
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India is a critically important
market to Waters. It’s our third
largest pharma market across
the world, after the US and
China. It’s been a high growth
area for the company, a
significant portion of our annual
growth comes from India

India is the third largest pharma market for Waters, contributing a significant portion of the
company’s annual growth. On a recent visit to India, Jeffrey Mazzeo, Vice President,
Marketing, Waters Corporation speaks to Viveka Roychowdhury about the new products
lined up for 2019 and plans to invest in India

Congratulations on Waters’

completing 60 years

globally and 30 years in

India. What are the trends

for 2019 and what are the

solutions that Waters’ will

offer to help them cope with

these business realities?

We see a couple of trends

specifically relevant to India’s

pharmaceutical industry, in

the areas of complex

biosimilar and generic

therapeutics. For years, we

have experienced a lot of

interest in protein based

drugs developed by innovator

companies. Today, we are

seeing the natural evolution

of that demand as companies

trying to develop biosimilars

to those innovator drugs.

These molecules are a lot

more complex to

manufacture and

characterise compared to

small molecule

pharmaceuticals. As such,

biopharmaceutical firms are

forced to do more testing in

more locations throughout

the development and

manufacturing processes to

ensure quality and efficiency

of their processes. We believe

there is a fundamental need

to expand the number of

scientists who can perform

chromatography and mass

spectrometry tests to meet

this demand for more testing.

Waters is very focused on the

biologics area. We see strong

demand from the biologics

and biosimilars space and we

have a lot of new products in

the pipeline to excite

customers.

In the small molecules

arena, we hear a lot about the

complexity of generics as

well. These complexities can

stem from products that

contain multiple active

pharma ingredients requiring

challenging separations of

APIs and impurities. Other

complexity comes from the

many forms a drug is

delivered, such as injectables,

creams, or ointments. In

these cases, sample

preparation has become more

important. These

applications call for advanced

technologies with a complete

chromatography systems

solution as well as with our

Empower data systems, the

industry standard. A lot of

our customers in India are

already experienced with

Waters separations,

detection and software

solutions, which is an

advantage in addressing

evolving complexity of

sample analysis.

How important a market is

India in Waters global

strategy, in terms of market

share, revenue

contribution to global

revenues etc?

For Waters’, over 60 per cent

of our global business is

pharmaceuticals. That is our

number one important

market. In India,

pharmaceuticals make up

more than 80 per cent of our

business. So India is a

critically important market to

Waters. It’s our third largest

pharma market across the

world, after the US and

China. It’s been a high growth

area for the company, a

significant portion of our

annual growth comes from

India. We’ve been here direct

for more than 30 years. We

are going to continue to invest

in the India organisation. We

expect to continue to grow as

India’s pharma industry

grows as well.

Can you elaborate on your

planned investments in

India?

We’re always looking to

increase our localised

investment in India. As we

increase our customer base,

we hire more service and

sales staff, more application

sciences staff. This will

certainly continue to be part

of our localisation plans

moving forward. My key

takeaway from this visit is

that the Indian pharma

industry is very healthy.

There are a lot of companies

here, that’s for sure, almost

all of them are Waters’

customers in some way. I look

forward to coming back (to

India) multiple times in 2019

to learn from our customers

and support new innovations.

viveka.r@expressindia.com

India is a critically important
market for Waters

I N T E R V I E W
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EMINENCE BUSINESS Me-

dia’s debut edition of ‘Improv-

ing Investigation Process &

CAPA 2018’ was an outstand-

ing success with over 90+ dele-

gates attending the workshop

with Sparta Systems, Double

Dragon Consulting & Pharma

Mantra partnering the event.

The two-day workshop en-

sured the continuous engage-

ment of the audience, speakers

and exhibitors though network-

ing activities and discussions

with regards to the ever-evolv-

ing challenges of the pharma-

ceutical industry pertaining to

improper investigation process

& CAPA and how to avoid the

warning letters due to the non-

compliance of CAPA.

The workshop saw as many

as 15+ sessions, a panel discus-

sion and a special musical reju-

venating activity over the two

days, attended by the CEOs,

MDs, heads of quality assur-

ance/quality control, engineer-

ing, production and regulatory

managers of the pharma and

biopharma manufacturing

companies.

The event was inaugurated

with the opening remarks by

the workshop leader and chair-

person Dr George Bernstein,

Principal Double Dragon Con-

sulting in the presence of vari-

ous eminent personalities from

the Indian pharma industry. 

Dr Bernstein agreed that the

number of US FDA inspections

has dropped drastically in In-

dia as they have shifted their fo-

cus to China and more recently

towards South America. He

said that since August 2018,

there were seven warning let-

ters issued to Indian pharma

companies and 57 per cent out

of those which is more than

half, had an observation related

to investigations not being ac-

ceptable and inadequate. In

2017, there were 14 warning let-

ters issued to the Indian

pharma companies and almost

half of them had an observation

about investigation being inad-

equate. He also mentioned,

when he found the statistics of

warning letters issued globally,

he was shocked to see such a

high percentage, and all had the

same observation - inadequate

Investigation.

“He accepted that not only

in India, even in countries like

China, US the percentage is

quite the same because the

people who are put into Inves-

tigations are in-experienced –

rather they are the new guys.

Investigators don’t add to the

bottom line of the company;

thus, we do not hire too many

of them. The new guys on the

other side are unable to write

technical documents clearly,

plus they have a lot of pressure

to close the investigations

quickly. Now-a-days, people

can write a 140-character tweet

easily, but for them it is very

difficult to write a technical

document. 

In many companies the in-

vestigations are performed by

the Junior staff and approved

by junior QA staff which is in-

deed a big issue in today’s in-

dustry. Dr Bernstein also

raised an question to the audi-

ence asking, “If a person in

manufacturing department

does something silly and cre-

ated some deviation and some

problem, so who is responsible

for doing the investigation and

figuring it all out? Is it some-

body from the manufacturing

department or somebody from

QA department who has ab-

solutely no idea what’s going

on!” The management today

needs to make CAPA & Root

Cause Investigation a priority,

which is a rare scenario in to-

day’s industry. 

Dr Bernstein shared his ex-

pertise on regulatory expecta-

tions and industry perspective

on investigation process and-

CAPA with respect to quality

risk management – Health au-

thority audit process & focus

on investigations, what is qual-

ity risk management and

high/medium/low risk defini-

tions and mitigation actions.

He also explained on the types

of investigations – Deviation,

Complaint, LIR, OOS & OOT.

Dr Bernstein shared some

amazing examples in introduc-

tion to investigation methodol-

ogy and documentation & the

examples included – Hydraulic

Fluid & the Titanic. He also ex-

plained - The traits of a good in-

vestigator & Anatomy of an in-

vestigation. He focussed on

RCA Methodologies with re-

spect to the 5 whys, 7M’s, Fish-

bone (Ishikawa Diagram) &

FMEA. 

Day one of the workshop

also consist of a case study by

Dr George Bernstein on The In-

vestigation Process with re-

spect to Data Integrity & Manu-

facturing. Dr Udaykumar

Rakibe, Founder, Pharma

Mantra Consulting shared his

experience on how to identify

the root cause and most proba-

ble root cause including the

definitions and purpose of

RCA, clarifying the goals &

process of RCA, developing the

possible causes and determin-

ing & confirming the true

cause(s).

Day 2 of the workshop kick-

started with the opening re-

marks by Dr George Bernstein.

He also shared his views on im-

portance of CAPA Methodol-

ogy and explained the defini-

tions of correction, corrective

action and preventive action.

To explain this, he shared the

examples of hydraulic fluid in-

cident, Titanic incident, lab inci-

dents, chilled water leak, col-

umn failure, system suitability

failure and metrology ‘as found

/ as left’ OOT. 

Dr Bernstein explained

about tracking, trending and

recurrence and how to main-

tain an effective CAPA pro-

gram, what are the tools to be

used and what metrics to re-

port, how to report and whom

to report them to. He also ex-

plained Statistical Tools & Data

Analysis, Audits, Auditors, 483

& warning letter responses 

before giving the closing re-

marks of the workshop.

Day 2 also included presen-

tations by Pankaj Kumar

Singh, Alkem Labs on Global

Implementation of CAPA and

by Dr Varada Bapat, AVP –

Wockhardt on Non-Compli-

ance of CAPA leading to 483’s.

The day also witnessed a panel

discussion on “Should culture

change be a part of our remedi-

ation plans?” with panel discus-

sion members including Dr

Ranjit Barshikar, Member of

the editorial board – journal of

generic medicines – England &

QbD Consultant; Dr Udayku-

mar Rakibe, Former Sr VP,

Wockhardt & Founder Pharma

Mantra Consulting; Dr Varada

Bapat, AVP Wockhardt; Mr.

Manmeet Singh, Head IT Qual-

ity Systems, Sunpharma;

Vikram Pundir, Site Quality

Head, Novartis and Dr George

Bernstein being the panel mod-

erator. 

A special musical rejuvenat-

ing activity was also organised

for the delegates attending the

workshop. 

‘Improving Investigation Process & CAPA
2018’concludes 

VENDOR NEWS

Over 90+ delegates attended the workshop with Sparta Systems, Double Dragon Consulting
& Pharma Mantra partnering the event
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EMINENCE BUSINESS Me-

dia supported the cause of

Women Empowerment and or-

ganized a non-profitable event

‘Remarkable Women Cama-

raderie 2018’ and it was an out-

standing success with a great

line up of leading eminent

women leaders, all of who be-

lieved that empowered women

lead to empowered nation. The

event was attended by over 50+

women attending the event and

JAMM’s, Richfeel Health &

Beauty and O2 Spa supporting

the cause and creating a plat-

form to empower women and

celebrating their achievements. 

The event ensured continu-

ous engagement of the audience

and speakers through various

discussions with regards to the

law enforcement, women em-

powerment, the role of women

in contemporary society,

women in leadership and how

do great women lead.

The event saw many ses-

sions and a panel discussion

over the day, attended by CEOs,

MDs, Sr Vice Presidents, direc-

tors, Managers from different

companies of various industries. 

The event was inaugurated

by lighting the ceremonial lamp

by Kinjal Pande, Chief Com-

mercial Officer, DAMCO;

Guneet Kaur Hayer, Managing

Director, Eminence Business

Media; Mahua Roychoudhary,

Partner, Royzz & Co; Dr Varada

Bapat, Associate Vice Presi-

dent, Wockhardt; Aparna Mu-

lukutla, Founder, SLAN Sports

and Dr Tejal Choksi, Vice Pres-

ident, Glenmark. 

The event chairperson,

Hayer kickstarted the day with

her opening remarks in pres-

ence of various eminent women

leaders and personalities from

different industry verticals.

She was of the belief that the

empowered women can lead to

an empowered nation. She also

mentioned that some people

confuse working women with

women empowerment, which is

not the case. She thanked

everyone for sharing their suc-

cess stories and mentioned that

this event is not only about em-

powering others but also to cel-

ebrate the success of all the

women present in the event.

Guneet mentioned that this

event is a stepping stone to-

wards women empowerment

and Eminence Business Media

will not only limit this to a con-

ference but will also make it

large soon by supporting

women education and spread

awareness. 

The event also comprised

many remarkable women shar-

ing their views on women em-

powerment. This included ses-

sions by Dr Choksi on Women

in Leadership: How great

women lead; Mulukutla on

Rocking the Cradle to Ruling

the World and Roychoudhary,

on Law Enforcements &

Women Empowerment. The

event also witnessed an insight-

ful panel discussion on ‘Planet

50-50: A distant dream or a

myth’ and the panel members

included Geeta Jagasia, Direc-

tor, Cipla; Dr Varada Bapat, As-

sociate Vice President, Wock-

hardt; Aditi Chaurasia, CMD,

Engineer Babu; Kinjal Pande,

Chief Commercial Officer,

DAMCO; Dr Archana Badhwar,

Associate Director, Cipla and

Ritu Gorai, Partner, JAMM’s

and multi time award winning

social worker. The panel was

moderated by  Nithya Balasub-

ramanian, Vice President,

Cipla. 

The event witnessed inter-

actions on what the role of

women in the contemporary so-

ciety is, how do women lead un-

der extreme diversity, the work-

ing women: then and now, the

efficient role reversal in home

and workplace, the effect of

family systems, change and the

traditions, revolutionised

women and the changing mind

set of the society towards work-

ing women, the roles, rights and

responsibilities of women, the

laws in place in the corporate

sector, when can the women ex-

ercise the power of their rights,

gender equality, are menstrua-

tion and maternity leaves a hur-

dle to success, the right to

women education still not

treated a necessity and gender

biasedness in leadership role

opportunities. 

Roychoudhary appreciated

the fact that Eminence Busi-

ness Media rose above the com-

mercial reasons in doing such a

remarkable event and com-

mented on the efforts of  Hayer

in carrying out this cause in-

stead of pretending that they

think about women and they

are doing something for them.

The event ended with the

closing remarks by Hayer 

and networking over a power

breakfast.

Remarkable Women Camaraderie 2018 held
Eminence Business Media supported the cause of ‘Women Empowerment’ by organising 
a non-profitable event Remarkable Women Camaraderie 2018 in Mumbai

SPECIALTY CHEMICALS

company LANXESS com-

pleted the sale of its remain-

ing 50 per cent interest in the

rubber company ARLANXEO

to Saudi Aramco. All relevant

antitrust authorities have

granted the necessary ap-

provals for the transaction

announced in August 2018.

Upon completion of the

transaction, the remaining

stake of the specialty chemi-

cals company in ARLANXEO

was transferred to the former

joint venture partner Saudi

Aramco. In return,

LANXESS received proceeds

of approximately euro 1.4 bil-

lion. With the transaction

proceeds, LANXESS

strengthens its financial base

and significantly reduces its

net financial liabilities.

The transfer of the busi-

ness with synthetic rubber

into the joint venture AR-

LANXEO was the foundation

for LANXESS’ strategic re-

alignment. Since then

LANXESS has been focusing

on growth in specialty

chemicals markets and made

various acquisitions in this

area.

LANXESS completes sale of ARLANXEO to Saudi Aramco
Cologne-based company receives proceeds of around euro 1.4 billion
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THE GLOBAL pharmaceutical

industry will continuously grow

in developing biologic drugs.

The pharma companies will al-

locate more resources to de-

velop innovative drugs, cutting-

edge med-tech, and precise

medical treatment. In addition,

most pharma companies will in-

crease their R&D efficiency and

adopting to advancements in in-

dustrial automation.

Due to this, the South Asian

and African pharma industry is

witnessing a surge in tax re-

forms, turbulent equity mar-

kets, and the strengthening

global economy. The growth of

the pharma industry is

boosted by healthcare digitali-

sation and democratisation,

creating an explosion in patient

data, and the emergence of

value-based reimbursement

models. The convergence of bio-

pharma, drug delivery devices,

and companion diagnostics—

enabled by digital connectiv-

ity—is driving regulatory and

commercial changes in many

exciting ways for the industry.

The company also believes

that small- to medium-sized

merger and acquisition activi-

ties will increase. Post M&A and

integration will differentiate the

top-tier pharma companies

from each other. I believe oppor-

tunity and risk co-exist. In Asia

markets, we are optimistic due

to the fragmented population,

demand for qualified healthcare

services, growing automation

requirements and the growth of

health insurance.

Regarding the India market,

Indian pharma companies have

a competitive advantage in

generics. They will increase

their competitiveness on the

global pharma markets and cre-

ate pressure for top-tier compa-

nies, particularly from their cost

structure. In addition, as Indian

companies invest more and

more in production facilities

throughout Africa, understand-

ing more about these North-

South and South-South part-

nerships and their associated

knowledge and technology

transfer policies becomes rele-

vant. India’s approach to patent

recognition is seen as a model

that should be implemented in

other developing countries.

Despite being an old con-

cept, automation and the extent

of its adoption is at its highest

peak in the industry. Therefore,

the pharma sector needs a bet-

ter understanding of its benefits

and ensure they have a strin-

gent automation strategy in

place to guarantee they partner

with the best technology

provider that can deliver busi-

ness efficiency without compro-

mising security

Gandhi Automations, as a

family-focussed multinational

company rooted in India, ad-

heres to its globalisation strat-

egy and believes there are still

huge opportunities in develop-

ing countries, for instance, In-

dia, Southeast Asia and Africa.

India has grown tremendously

in the past four decades; our

management team believes that

we can provide valuable experi-

ence contribute to another

growth miracle in those mar-

kets. Current investment areas

in these markets include indus-

trial automation, warehousing,

pharma, consumption up-

grades, logistics, among others. 

Gandhi Automations sees ‘Huge’
opportunities in India, Southeast Asia,Africa

Gandhi
Automations,
as a family-
focussed
multinational
company
rooted in India,
adheres to its
globalisation
strategy and
believes there
are still huge
opportunities
in developing
countries, for
instance, India,
Southeast Asia
and Africa
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THE NEW glass syringes work

with leading safety and autoin-

jector devices, meeting market

demand for products that can

be administered at home for

patient comfort

Pharmaceutical packaging

company, SCHOTT KAISHA,

has launched a highly spe-

cialised glass syringe portfolio

in India, that further minimises

the risk of drug/container in-

teractions for sensitive drugs.

As part of its German partner

SCHOTT’s iQ platform, syriQ

BioPure is a hugely customis-

able glass prefillable staked-

needle syringe (PFS) specifi-

cally designed to keep sensitive

drugs stable over shelf life and

shorten time to market while

making administration more

convenient for patients.

Complex biotech drugs al-

ways face a threat of interact-

ing with their container sys-

tem. These interactions cannot

be predicted and can lead to

unintentional aggregation or

deterioration of the drug which

may eventually compromise

the total cost of ownership,

shelf life of the drug and treat-

ment efficiency.

Rishad Dadachanji, Direc-

tor, SCHOTT KAISHA said,

“The syriQ BioPure syringes,

manufactured in St Gallen,

Switzerland, combine features

to ensure stability and safe ad-

ministration of sensitive drugs.

Our clients often work with

complex biologicals that re-

quire an extremely reliable

PFS solution. We are happy

with the response that this of-

fering is receiving from our ex-

isting and potential clients.”

A Quality by Design ap-

proach, benchmark manufac-

turing and quality control

processes using breakthrough

inspection technology, com-

bined with best-in-class com-

ponents has established syriQ

BioPure as a preferred con-

tainer solution globally.

Its application has proven to

be beneficial in achieving:

◗ Ultra-low tungsten residuals

(ICP-MS certificate available)

◗ Uniform silicon layer

◗ Low adhesive residuals

◗ Low E&L from latest high-

quality elastomer formulations

The new glass syringes

work with leading safety and

autoinjector devices, meeting

market demand for products

that can be administered at

home for patient comfort.

Seamless integration into these

devices is reached thanks to

the syringe’s high dimensional

accuracy.

SCHOTT KAISHA launches
customisable prefillable glass syringes
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LUPIN IS a transnational

pharmaceutical company

headquartered in Mumbai.

Lupin’s businesses encom-

pass the entire pharma value

chain, ranging from branded

and generic formulations,

APIs, advanced drug 

delivery systems to biotech-

nology.

Challenges
Lupin’s facility in Pune, India,

is a state-of-the-art facility for

tablet manufacturing. The

tablet manufacturing process

requires strict temperature

control and very low relative

humidity (RH), which is why

pharma companies generally

use airconditioning systems

to maintain the temperature

and dehumidifiers for RH

control.

The facility has clean

rooms on the ground and first

floors for various processes.

These clean rooms are cooled

by 12 dedicated AHUs (air

handling units) with a capac-

ity of 15,000 CFM each. These

AHUs are stacked together

on a common service area on

the second floor and are 

connected to a chilled water

system.

For maintaining a healthy

indoor air quality (IAQ) inside

the rooms, each AHU is de-

signed to have a specific provi-

sion for 4- 5 per cent fresh air

intake and the rest 95 per

cent is re-circulated from

within the room. Since the

fresh ambient air is generally

of higher temperatures than

the recirculated air, cooling

this fresh air places a signifi-

cant load on the chilled water

system.

Solution
To ensure that the require-

ment of 4-5 per cent fresh air

in each room is met while si-

multaneously reducing the

TR load, one common unit of

HMX-PCU was installed in

the AHU bay. The 8000 CFM

HMX-PCU is an indirect

evaporative cooling (IEC)

module which sensibly pre-

cools the fresh air before it

enters the AHUs, thereby re-

ducing the overall load on the

chilled water system.

Result
The HMX-PCU has proved 

to be an eco-friendly way 

to reduce tonnage load on 

the air-conditioning system.

In the peak summer, 

HMX-PCU can save up to 15

per cent of the operational

cost required for running the

entire air-conditioning 

system.

Lupin’s management is

happy with the results of the

HMX-PCU and is looking for-

ward to implementing the so-

lution in other manufacturing

facilities as well.

Lupin reduces air-conditioning
load through fresh air pre-cooling
Lupin reduces the tonnage of their air conditioning system by integrating HMX's fresh air 
pre-cooling, resulting in substantial savings in their overall cooling costs

VALUE ADD

Psychrometric Representation of the Cooling of Incoming Fresh Air without HMX-PCU Psychrometric Representation of the Cooling of Incoming Fresh Air with HMX-PCU

Schematic of Lupin, Pune, Service Floor
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GLOBALLY, THE nutritional

supplements market is grow-

ing at 7.5 per cent annually.

This growth is due to a rise in

lifestyle diseases like obesity,

diabetes, hypertension etc.

which have led individuals to

become more proactive in

managing their health

through the use of vitamin

and dietary supplements.

Roquette, the world leader

in supplying industry leading

plant based excipients and

raw materials has also fo-

cussed on excipient innova-

tion for the growing nutraceu-

tical industry. Today, there is

an increasing trend for clean

label products i.e. natural, or-

ganic, allergen free. Gluten-

free is one such driver for con-

sumers in general and with

dietary restrictions or celiac

disease. Keeping this in mind,

they have introduced “Pearli-

tol SW-F 100 and Pearlitol

SW-F 200”, the two new

wheat free directly compress-

ible grades of mannitol. 

Pearlitol SW-F 100 and

Pearlitol SW-F 200 have com-

parable direct compression

performance as that of Pearli-

tol 100 SD and Pearlitol 200

SD (spray-dried mannitol)

grades which are the pre-

ferred excipients due to prop-

erties like optimum flow, com-

pressibility, high chemical

compatibility and non-hygro-

scopicity. Spray-dried manni-

tol is soluble in nature, has

absence of unstable crys-

talline form and also has a

negative heat of solution

which gives a cooling effect

and pleasant taste to nu-

traceutical tablets. 

Contact details

Signet Chemical Corporation

(sales@signetchem.com)

Roquette introduces Pearlitol
SW-F – Wheat free DC mannitol
for nutraceutical dosage forms
Roquette has also focussed on excipient innovation for the growing nutraceutical industry

VALUE ADD

Powder Property*
Pearlitol* SW-F 100 Pearlitol* SW-F 200

Particle Size by Laser (μm)

D10 65 100

D50 115 170

D90 175 250

Bulk Density (g/ml) 0.45-0.50 0.40-0.45

Flowability (funnel, s) (+/- standard dev.) 8.6 (+/- 0.6) 8.6 (+/- 0.5)

*Typical of product manufactured till date. Not to be construed as sales specification

THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF PEARLITOL SW-F GRADES ARE LISTED IN THE BELOW TABLE:
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NEED AND perception is the

key for any change to happen

in conventional manufactur-

ing practices. In addition, an

organisation primarily looks

at engaging in long-term part-

nerships not only with their

customers but also with their

vendors. Technology is chang-

ing rapidly and strong part-

nerships act as foundations

for long-term continued suc-

cess. 

Pharmaceutical facilities

are moving in the direction of

connected, energy efficient

shop floors and comprehen-

sive diagnostics with predic-

tive maintenance etc. They

are demanding these optimi-

sations and enhancements in

their machines and lines from

their machine builders. This is

driving the need for innova-

tions and fueling the need of

smart manufacturing. Au-

tomation and robotic tech-

nologies are not only helping

industry to respond to rising

customer demands but also

are enhancing the position of

Indian pharma industry on

global map. 

Embracing advanced
automation 
The concept of using auto-

mated systems is not new in

pharma industry. Industry is

already reaping the benefits

of automation in terms of flex-

ibility, higher production, reg-

ulatory compliance, reduced

cost, eliminate human error,

or make up for labour short-

age. Digitalisation is further

fuelling a move towards en-

hancing system availability

with 24*7 monitoring, opti-

mised facilities and secure

data capture for optimised de-

cisions and analytics. Ad-

vanced automation concepts

address all these require-

ments creating opportunities

for eliminating errors, result-

ing in quick decision making,

reducing losses and becoming

more efficient and profitable. 

Connected facilities are ex-

pected to generate and

process enormous volumes of

data in order to perform auto-

mated responses that boost

performance. Machine-to-ma-

chine and machine-to-IT con-

nectivity are essential ele-

ments of a connected facility

and achieving smart opera-

tions. Connectivity is the

lifeblood of advanced manu-

facturing, with open source,

vendor independent commu-

nication being a way forward

for satisfying these needs

without placing any depend-

encies on any automation ven-

dors. In addition, factories

would have the necessary

data from individual machines

enabling them to calculate

overall equipment effective-

ness, monitoring energy con-

sumption and line condition

for improving availability and

productivity. 

Reducing unplanned
downtime 
To gain the benefits of modern

manufacturing, facilities

should always be up and run-

ning, because even a minute of

unplanned downtime results

in losses, incurres extra cost

and reduces product quality.

So far, most companies have

taken the reactive or preven-

tive approaches towards

maintenance. However, these

strategies fail to provide the

real solution to the mainte-

nance dilemma. Eliminating

unplanned downtime in order

to avoid risking product qual-

ity is not an option but must

have in pharma manufactur-

ing. With intelligent sensors,

condition-based predictive

maintenance helps facilities to

extend maintenance intervals

and schedule required work

for when it is most convenient.

By utilising the information

about condition of production

equipment, condition-based

maintenance solutions helps

to optimise the scheduling of

maintenance work, which re-

sults in achieving maximum

production quality and min-

imised maintenance cost. 

Over the past decade, dur-

ing breakdowns facilities have

relied on manual machine and

plant floor monitoring which

is labour-intensive and time-

consuming. Collected data is

shared with service techni-

cians for analysis and problem

resolution. This takes more

time and prone to human er-

rors. Today with advanced au-

tomation, remote monitoring

and data logging has evolved

significantly. With connected

facilities, service engineers

are able to monitor and

analyse the real time status of

each machine. Remote 

maintenance solution makes

machines and systems 

securely accessible to service

Technology partnership an
essence for pharma industry
B&R Industrial Automation partners with various pharma machine builders and facilities to cost-
effectively implement technologies and remain competitive.The company also offers complete
hardware and software solutions, comprehensive service and expertise in automation and
digitalisation of machinery and facilities. Pooja Patil, Corporate Communication, B&R Industrial
Automation, gives an insight

VALUE ADD
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technicians from anywhere

across the globe. This solution

makes it easy to respond to

unforeseen problems as well

as accelerates commissioning. 

Inspection with 
automation
Vision inspection is playing an

increasingly important role in

pharma industry with the rise

of regulations and standards.

Inspecting the tablet, blisters,

capsules or syringes during

manufacturing helps in earlier

detection of errors and rejec-

tions. Until today, inspection

systems were conventional

and independent of automa-

tion systems. In addition, in-

stalling inspection systems

was high on investments with

the machine builder needing

to have an independent au-

tomation system and an inde-

pendent PC-based vision sys-

tem. Then these systems

would communicate with each

other over a bus or I/Os for

exchanging variables and

data. Usually, such system ar-

chitectures were not only ex-

pensive but also relatively

slow. 

B&R has successfully

brought the worlds of vision

and automation together. Un-

like conventional vision sen-

sors, B&R’s smart solution is

not restricted to a single func-

tion. How the sensor will be

used – whether as a code

reader or measurement device

– is a question to be answered

later in application, not at the

time of purchase. In addition,

to streamlining logistics, this

brings welcome agility to meet

changing requirements.

Depending on the complex-

ity of the tasks involved, it is

even possible to create indus-

try-specific solutions. Smart

camera offers the same flexi-

bility, which is able to process

a sensor’s entire image pro-

cessing functions sequentially.

If the functional requirements

of the sensor change, the sys-

tem makes it easy to upgrade

the platform without adding

unnecessary new develop-

ment work. 

Together with hypervisor,

machine builders are also able

to have a single high perform-

ance PC running two operating

systems – RTOS (Real-Time

Operating systems) and a GPOS

(General-purpose Operating

system). The operating systems

exchange data internally with-

out the need of a communica-

tion network resulting in higher

performance. This makes it pos-

sible for machine builders to be

vendor independent in selecting

a vision provider and automa-

tion vendor.

Ensuring data integrity
The advantages of connected

machines and facilities are im-

mense, however, are accompa-

nied by heightened suscepti-

bility to data sabotage and

tampering. Data security and

integrity are critically impor-

tant aspects of pharma indus-

try. Open source, vendor inde-

pendent OPC UA meet all

these requirements. 

OPC Unified Architecture

(OPC UA), a vendor-independ-

ent communication protocol

for industrial automation ap-

plications is based on the

client-server principle and al-

lows seamless machine-to-ma-

chine and machine-to-IT com-

munication. The protocol is

platform-independent and fea-

tures built-in security mecha-

nisms. Since OPC UA is flexi-

ble and completely independ-

ent, it is regarded as the ideal

communication protocol for

the implementation of Indus-

try 4.0. OPC UA bridges the

gap between the IP-based

world of IT and the production

floor. Interfaces, gateways and

information loss are a thing of

the past because all production

process data is transferred via

a single protocol – within a ma-

chine, between machines or

between a machine and IT in-

frastructure. OPC UA is elimi-

nating the need for traditional

factory-level fieldbus systems. 

Advancing in the future  
Advance automation con-

cepts definitely have a huge

potential to change the day-

to-day activities in any

pharma facility. The only con-

cern is how quickly these

technologies become a reality.

B&R Industrial Automation

partners with various

pharma machine builders and

facilities to cost-effectively

implement these technologies

and remain competitive. B&R

offers complete hardware and

software solutions, compre-

hensive service and expertise

in automation and digitalisa-

tion of machinery and facili-

ties. Cutting-edge technology

together with open source

communication standards

such as OPC UA, Ethernet

POWERLINK and open-

SAFETY as well as the 

powerful Automation Studio

software development envi-

ronment, B&R serves as a

perfect partner to pharma in-

dustry, helping them expand

their footprint across the

globe. 

For pharma machine builders and manufacturing facilities, digitalisation is no longer a choice, but a necessity. Global trends like Industry 4.0,

Industrial IoT and digitalisation leading to smart manufacturing are already proving their benefits in real-world applications. B&R provides solutions

for tomorrow’s needs resulting in significant competitive edge in the area of smart manufacturing and production effectiveness

B&R serves as
a perfect
partner to
pharma
industry,
helping them
expand their
footprint
across the
globe
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OFTEN TIMES in various

events and conferences that I

attend outside pharma qual-

ity, it makes me ponder about

the fast pace at which several

other high risk industries (like

automobile, aerospace, bank-

ing etc) have grown leaving

pharma to be viewed as a snail

in bringing to market innova-

tion. An average time to mar-

ket for any pharma discovery

on an average 12.5 years with

the cost of over 1 billion £.

Also there is a high number of

molecule attrition as the jour-

ney progresses on the devel-

opment life cycle

There is a reason behind

such a conventional approach

to drug development and li-

censing process. Most signifi-

cant reason is delayed knowl-

edge of its adverse outcome

and low possibility of its re-

traction once consumed. Un-

like faulty cars which can be

possibly recalled, drugs once

administered cannot be re-

trieved back from the pa-

tient’s body. Similarly while

human life risk due to faulty

car can be as huge, if it

crashes the risk is known im-

mediately. While in case of

medicines the risks could be

evident after several years,

decades or generations. These

are the factors that make

pharma researchers and reg-

ulators take a conservative

approach.

Pharma also have learnt

certain lesson in a hard way

for eg Thalidomide tragedy in

1962. Developed in 1950 the

drug Thalidomide was li-

censed in 1956 as over the

counter medicine in Germany.

This anticonvulsant medicine

also had a mild tranquilizer ef-

fect. The animal tests did not

challenge the drug for its use

in pregnancy. Due to good ef-

fect of the drug in morning

sickness, it became popular in

pregnant women. It is only af-

ter 1962 that 10,000 children

were born worldwide with

Thalidomide related disabili-

ties. Thalidomide though very

effective in some of the condi-

tions has since then remain a

very controversial drug.

The reason to build this

premise is to bring in an

awareness of what type of in-

dustry are we into! Billions of

people worldwide put trust on

us while taking medicines for

themselves or their beloved,

believing that everything in it

is as expected. This make me

say the most common phrase

used by me for my quality

team “if you do not trust that

a product you release can be

consumed by your child, you

should not release it”.

As a pharma quality pro-

fessional, we closely keep

track of all regulations pub-

lished and upcoming. Align

our systems as new regula-

tions come to force from time

to time. I agree this is re-

quired and should be done,

but more important is not to

do it merely because it is a

regulation but understand the

reason behind the regulation

and then do it right. If we do it

right every time, it would

comply with regulation any

ways.

So, as a custodian to en-

sure patient safety quality

teams in the pharma firms

must have a mechanism not

only to comply but to consis-

tently comply. This happens

when compliance is a culture

in the company. Quality as a

culture need a constant effort

and a cultural shift in organi-

sations. Important to have a

methodical mechanism to go

there.

It is not possible to include

the whole mechanism within

few paragraphs; however, let

me provide few insights that

could help. Needless to say,

Quality as a culture starts

from the leadership level.

Once this is understood

clearly, important is to have a

right quality leadership – a

knowledgeable and compe-

tent quality team is a strong

pillar and a key driver to

pharma business. Also impor-

tant is to have an optimal re-

sources to support quality ac-

tivities (I want to warn here

‘more is not better’. It should

be adequate). Before we go to

culture, the first step is a

mechanism to proactively as-

sess the level of compliance on

the significant quality factors.

You cannot work on a culture

if your platform of compliance

is labile. So have a mechanism

to periodically assess these

for eg closure rate on aberra-

tion, timely completion of

APQR, timely compliance on

CAPAs, effective validation of

CAPA, controlling invalidated

OOS, control over repeat de-

viations and quality events in-

cluding product complaints,

robustness of investigation

(make sure majority of your

investigations are not merely

closed by imparting training

as a corrective. It will not

work), timely and effective

closure of lab investigations,

timely and effective closure of

stability samples, timely and

effective closure of all audit

commitment, timely revision

of SOPs, timely closure of

qualification, calibration and

validation, compliance to data

integrity etc. I have often ob-

served that these compliance

factors often take a back seat

in a pressure to make sure

that batches are released. Of-

ten the team from compliance

is diverted to releasing the

batches. Firms that has an op-

eration and system quality

dedicated silos sometimes are

better placed in this situation

as resources are dedicated.

A periodic quality council

to review the above compli-

ance platform and its health

periodically help in not losing

focus. Upon arriving at the

base level, it is preferred to

set a target which is higher.

When this show a healthy

trend month on month, it is

time to look at its fortifica-

tion. This is the time to then

look at some improvement ar-

eas such as internal audit ef-

fectiveness, reducing number

of review cycles, right first

time and error reduction, re-

ducing cost and time of re-

peats, simplification of forms

(visual management), reduc-

ing cost of reject/rework/re-

process, effective training

(not just logging training

hours). This will also be a

good time to embark or en-

hance automated quality sys-

tem. Review mechanism to

keep an eye on these improve-

ment will be important.

When both the above goes

on autopilot mode a phase to

lay down a long-term strategic

quality roadmap will be a good

idea. This should take into

consideration both regulatory

and business requirement. At

this stage putting a gover-

nance mechanism to execute,

handle escalation and review

will be imperative. The

roadmap need to be dynamic

and should be revalidated

from time to time. 

People form an important

pillar to quality culture. Im-

portant to create a culture of

honest reporting, transparent

dialogue and have an appetite

to face failures. You need only

one “not good” person to im-

pact your quality culture jour-

ney, so important is to on-

board every one and take

their buying in and then on to

hire the right people when you

need to hire.

Once these cultural pulleys

move, it automatically res-

onate into highly compliant

company. Any hindrance in

their movement is evident due

to healthy culture of shop

floor empowerment and quick

reporting. 

Quality: From compliance to culture
Rashida Najmi, Sr VP Piramal Enterprises, in this article aims to aims to create a general
awareness on quality culture

VALUE ADD
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TABLETS AND capsules re-

main the most preferred dosage

forms because they can be accu-

rately dosed, provide good pa-

tient compliance, are easy to

manufacture and can be pro-

duced at a relatively low cost.

This popularity of tablets cou-

pled with an increased under-

standing of the physics of com-

pression and manufacturing

process variables have matured

tablet manufacturing as a sci-

ence in its own right. Tablets are

manufactured primarily by ei-

ther granulation or direct com-

pression. The simplicity and cost

effectiveness of the direct com-

pression process has positioned

this technique as an attractive

alternative to traditional granula-

tion techniques.

Tablet manufacturing has

been revolutionised by the intro-

duction of the direct compres-

sion process and high-speed ma-

chines. These two developments

have increased the demands on

the functionality of excipients in

terms of flow and compression

properties. Particle engineering

of individual excipients and ex-

cipient combinations, by virtue

of subparticle modifications, has

provided an attractive tool for

developing high functionality ex-

cipients that are suited to mod-

ern tablet manufacturing

processes. It is well established

that the direct-compression

process is directly influenced by

the properties of the excipients.

Hence in order to ensure robust

and successful manufacture of

tablets, a direct compression ex-

cipient ideally should possess

the physicomechanical proper-

ties like adequate powder flow,

excellent compressibility, resist-

ance to segregation during han-

dling and storage, low or no

moisture sensitivity, low lubri-

cant sensitivity, fast compact dis-

integration, broad range of bulk

densities, easily scalability,

higher drug loading even at low

usage levels, good machineabil-

ity even in high-speed tableting

with reduced dwell times [1]. The

majority of the excipients fail to

live up to these functionality re-

quirements, thus creating the

opportunity for the development

of new high functionality excipi-

ents [2]. 

Avicel remains one of the

most trusted brand of Micro-

crystalline cellulose (MCC) and

has been on the market for more

than 50 years now. MCC is one of

the most commonly used filler-

binder in direct compression. Its

popularity in direct compression

is due to the extremely good

bonding properties as a dry

binder. It exhibits the highest

compressibility of all known di-

rectly compressible excipients.

Avicel PH grades are purified

depolymerised cellulose manu-

factured by acid hydrolysis of

high purity alpha-cellulose wood

pulp controlled to a stringent de-

gree of polymerisartion. Avicel

PH offers a wide range of versa-

tile grades thereby ensuring flex-

ibility to meet every formulation

challenge right from R&D to

production. These grades are

successfully utilised for wet

granulation, dry granulation, di-

rect compression, capsule filling,

extrusion-spheronisation etc.

Avicel SMCC grades
In order to improve the flow

properties and compressibility

of MCC alone, 2 per cent col-

loidal silicon dioxide was co-

spray dried along with 98 per

cent MCC. This combination of

plastic and brittle material not

only improves the surface prop-

erties and flow but also over-

comes the challenge of poor

compressibility thus optimising

tablet performance [2].

Based on this principle, Avi-

cel SMCC grades is the latest ad-

dition to the family of Avicel. It is

built on DuPont’s (formerly FMC

Health & Nutrition) legacy of in-

novation, their extensive experi-

ence of developing the highest-

quality cellulose-based

ingredients and backed by un-

surpassed global technical ex-

pertise to resolve formulation

challenges. It is manufactured

by co-spray drying process using

98 per cent of MCC and 2 per

cent of colloidal silicon dioxide. 

The MCC component is a pu-

rified partially depolymerised

cellulose, prepared by treating

alpha cellulose with mineral

acids. The colloidal silicon diox-

ide used for manufacture is a

submicroscopic fumed silica

prepared by the vapour phase

hydrolysis of a silicon compound.

In principle, silicification process

reduces cohesiveness of the

powder blend thus increasing in-

trinsic flow properties. It en-

hances the surface properties of

MCC thereby significantly im-

proving its compactibility and

binding ability. Thus, it imparts

excellent homogeneity, content

uniformity and superior tablet-

ing performance in most chal-

lenging formulations. 

Avicel SMCC grades are

available in three grades viz. Avi-

cel SMCC 50, Avicel SMCC 90,

and Avicel SMCC HD90 to meet

specific formulation needs. 

The physical attributes of

Avicel SMCC grades are men-

tioned in Table 1. As seen, Avicel

SMCC 50, SMCC 90 and SMCC

HD 90 have mean particle size of

about 45-80, 90-150 and 90-160

respectively. Avicel SMCC HD

90, being the high bulk density

grade is very well suited for for-

mulating thinner tablets. These

grades display good flow proper-

ties and compressibility as com-

pared to MCC alone.

In addition to tablets, it has

been observed that capsules

filled with SMCC grades dis-

played higher filled weight and

lower weight variation when

compared to MCC alone [3, 4]. 

Avicel SMCC grades display

excellent content uniformity, es-

pecially for low-dose APIs owing

to the homogenous distribution

of silicon dioxide throughout

MCC fibres as confirmed 

by scanning electron mi-

croscopy (SEM) analysis 

Avicel SMCC: A synergistic solution to poor
tablet compaction
Dr Vinita Pandit and Dr Heeshma Shah,Technical Services Department, Signet Chemical
Corporation, Mumbai, introduce silicified range of Microcrystalline cellulose which aims to
overcome the poor compressibility and flow properties in pharmaceutical formulations

VALUE ADD

TABLE 1: PHYSICALATTRIBUTES OF AVICEL® SMCC GRADES 

Grades Particle Size d90 (μm) Bulk density (g/ml) Angle of repose* Carr’s index Hausner Ratio Loss on drying (%)

Avicel® SMCC 50 100-180 0.25 - 0.37 33.15 30.10 1.43 3.56

Avicel® SMCC 90 190-300 0.25 - 0.37 32.28 26.74 1.37 4.12

Avicel® SMCC HD 90 (High bulk density) 160-300 0.38 - 0.50 32.83 21.53 1.27 3.17
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(Figure 1 and 2). These observa-

tions are in concurrence with

the findings of Stephen et al [5] who

investigated the location of sili-

con dioxide in SMCC and corre-

lated it to the improvement in

functionality of SMCC grades.

The investigation was well sup-

ported by particle surface and

cross-sections analysis using

SEM together with electron

probe micro-analysis. Their re-

sults suggest that silicon dioxide

is primarily located on the sur-

face of SMCC and some silicon

dioxide was detected in the in-

ternal regions of some particles.

Furthermore, the surface deposi-

tion of 0.1 per cent silicon dioxide

in nanoparticulate form sub-

stantially improved the flowabil-

ity of MCC while preserving a

significant portion of its

tabletability. Higher silicon diox-

ide loading lead to better flowa-

bility, however tabletability was

compromised [6].

Furthermore, the process of

silicification changes the sorp-

tion property of SMCC com-

pared with MCC. It essentially

preserves the structure of

SMCC from irreversible

changes when exposed to an en-

vironment of high relative hu-

midity (above 50 per cent and 70

per cent) [7]. It also successfully

reduced the surface adsorption

of certain drugs [8].

Additionally, the consistency

of residue on ignition (ROI) re-

sults across different fractions of

the co-spray dried product vis-à-

vis the physical blend was found

to be between 1.8 and 2.2 per

cent corresponding to the phar-

macopoeial limits 

(Figure. 3). This could be attrib-

uted to the fact that silicon diox-

ide uniformly adheres onto the

MCC surface at sub-particulate

level after co-spray drying

process. However, silicon dioxide

tends to segregate in the physi-

cal blend owing to its low bulk

density and non-uniform distri-

bution. 

The effect of silicification is

more pronounced on com-

paction behavior of Avicel

SMCC grades. The compacts of

Avicel SMCC grades exhibited

greater strength thus is benefi-

cial in direct compression and

roller compaction processes [9].

These grades also display low

sensitivity to the presence of lu-

bricants such as magnesium

stearate which can be due to

presence of colloidal silicon diox-

ide on the surface of MCC which

blocks the binding sites for the

lubricant to come in close con-

tact [10 - 12]. 

Avicel SMCC 50 is recom-

mended for wet granulation as it

maintains higher compactibility

owing to resistance to quasi

hornification process of MCC

alone. The wet granulated

SMCC based granules formu-

lated using high shear mixing

maintains the compactibility

during tableting [13]. 

Avicel SMCC grades can also

be utilised as a spheronization

aid for formulating pellets hav-

ing narrower particle size distri-

bution and uniform spherical

shape. These pellets are known

to exhibit stronger surface ten-

sile strength compared to MCC

alone [14]. In addition, Avicel

SMCC grades resulted in

cleaner punch surface during

compression cycles and indicate

superior anti-adherent ability.

These silicified grades of MCC

can be successfully used for po-

tent actives and specifically for

high dose actives where the flow

and compressibility is compro-

mised [15]. The reports by Alfa et

al concluded that silicification

process also reduced the con-

centration of SMCC required

compared to plain MCC thus

projecting it as economically vi-

able option [16]. 

Conclusion
Avicel SMCC, a unique combi-

nation of microcrystalline cellu-

lose and silicon dioxide exhibits

superior compactibility and

greater tensile strength at low

compression pressures. It not

only provides superior intrinsic

flow but also ensures superior

tableting performance for both

high as well as low dose actives.

Moreover, it possesses excellent

binding properties, offers

greater ease of blending, im-

proves lubrication tolerance and

has shorter disintegration time.

It is a high-functionality excipi-

ent which is easy to blend and

facilitates simplified formula-

tions with fewer excipients re-

sulting in scalable, robust manu-

facturing processes that can

lead to overall reduction in time

and cost.
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SINCE THE invention of the

multi dose, dry powder inhaler

back in the 50s the API’s are

administered in multi dose de-

vices that are quite complex.

This complexity requests pa-

tients to be skilled on their de-

vices, not ideally for disposable

and/or single use applications

and, furthermore, requests

high manufacturing costs.

Perlen Packaging presented

during the Pharma-Pack 2017,

in Paris, the world’s first

thermo-formed Inhaler «BLIS-

Tair». 

Advantage of your 
products:
The thermo-formed packaging

is protecting the device itself

throughout a high barrier film

that Perlen is selling since

years in the market with com-

parable barrier efficiency like

Alu-Films that are in use for

such applications. On one hand,

the thermo-formed packaging

is protecting the powder and at

the same time, the packaging is

the device itself. 

The handling of this device

is extremely intuitive, there is

simply to pull a lash of the de-

vice to open up the powder

chamber and inhale the API. 

For this reason, for the first

time, a disposable single use in-

haler is available to the market,

without a need for a secondary

packaging. The primary pack-

aging is already the device!

The fields of applications

are extremely wide. The re-

quests Perlen has since first

presentations are so wide, it

starts from asthma/COPD to

vaccines, over to emergency

and/or military applications as

well as pain and cold treat-

ments (OTC). 

Obviously, the correct de-

fined amount of inhalations,

given by the nature of this sys-

tem, allows running perfect

clinical trials with a set number

of inhalations. As well as an ap-

plication dedicated to a fixed

period of time, limited inhala-

tion period (E.g. in hospitals)

the ‘BLISTair’ find its market.

Lung cancer applications, pal-

liative medication pain cold and

OTC could be ideally adminis-

tered in the case of ‘BLISTair.’ 

Compared to standard

multi dose devices the single-

use disposable device has a

very flexible application field. A

defined amount of inhalation,

prescribed by a doctor could be

sold in exact the prescribed

amount and will help insurance

companies to save money and

contribute as well to save the

environment. Instead of pur-

chasing 30 or 60 inhalations,

when 15 are needed the patient

will have exact the needed

amount, the health insurance

will refund the exact amount

and material and manufactur-

ing is dedicated to the correct

purpose.

‘BLISTair’ was tested, and

is positioning itself, in a direct

comparison, as very efficient.

Trials realised with prototypes

are proving very good results in

particle distribution and in the

device resistance. The device

resistance, due to its flexible

manufacturing process and the

given flexibility of the system

itself, is even adjustable. The

emptying of the device is what

specialists would call “com-

plete” and all results are defi-

nitely replicable.

Interesting aspect are the

changes for PERLAMED-

BLISTair in the so called

‘pharmeging countries.’ Those

areas are suffering under pol-

lution driven by the growth of

their markets and with this, the

amount of potential patients is

rising through the top. On the

other hand, exactly this sector

of (potential) patients cannot

afford to pay 30 or even 60 in-

halations, given by existing sys-

tems, at once. The patient

should pay the amount of in-

halations he is getting with the

device. That’s where Perlens

device is creating many re-

quests, simply because by low-

ering down the single inhala-

tions (manufacturing) costs,

this segment of patients can

purchase every single inhala-

tion exactly in the correspon-

ding size of their own wallet.

When it comes to evolved

markets, we have to state that

PERLEMED-BLISTair can

add a value to existing Asthma

and/or COPD applications sim-

ply by improving the life-qual-

ity of patients. The device is so

small that any stigmatisation of

patients using a device is avoid.

The device disappears, in a

neutral flow-pack; with this any

inhalation disappears literally

in the hand of the patient. 

By travelling for only two

days, e.g. the patient can carry

in his pocket only two BLISTair

devices instead of a huge device

and amount of blisters/cap-

sules. Why is this so? Because

the primary packaging…is the

device. 

If there is a need for a short-

term inhalation such as for

pain and cold issues (OTC), we

can assume a treatment period

of approximately 14 days. That

approximately is the amount of

inhalations within the BLIS-

Tair is pricewise almost un-

beatable, according to Perlen.  

Considering that point that

the BLISTair can also offer a

DUAL CHAMBER (so called

‘Tandem Version’) this device is

seriously a revolution. The dual

chamber gives the chance to

combine two not registered

API’s on ONE device and with

this reduce the time to market

and offers a full range of new

applications to patients and

pharmaceutical companies. In

addition, two not combining,

unstable API´s can now be ad-

ministered simply by placing

them separately within the

same device until the patient

pulls the lash and breathes. In

this moment, the two API’s will

be delivered together. 

The impact on the environ-

ment is so low, that it makes it

attractive also on this point of

view. Considering that any

transport and energy con-

sumption for the manufactur-

ing and device assembly is not

requested, the CO2 Footprint

of this device is seriously much

more than a “green paint”.

The flexibility of this device

is as well proven by the chances

to administer the API trough

the trachea, mucosa or lung

and on two different ways: ei-

ther oral or nasal. All of this on

one and the same device.

Composition, how to pro-
duce and quality?
The complete manufacturing

has been developed, from the

beginning, with the cooperation

partner of Perlen such as

Uhlmann Pacsysteme and

Harro Höfliger. 

The project in terms of

manufacturing is feasible and

relay on existing, known and

controlled, manufacturing

processes of thermo-forming

by Uhlmann and well-known

filling from Harro Höfliger.

Perlen Packaging revolutionising dry powder inhalation
Matteo Trisoglio, Manager Business Development, Perlen Converting, gives an insight on
PERLAMED-BLISTair, the world’s first disposable single use inhaler

VALUE ADD
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Even sample manufacturing,

studies, prototyping are realis-

able at very low costs. The bar-

rier capabilities of the foils,

containing the API, are avail-

able on the market since years. 

Manufacturing costs are

one of the main advantages the

BLISTair is showing-off.

In cooperation with

Uhlmann Pac Systeme and

Harro Höfliger, Perlen Packag-

ing worked out the realisation

of this project and its feasibil-

ity. The solution is ready to go

and today we can focus our-

selves to see what the advan-

tages of the BLISTair com-

pared to an injection-moulded

device. 

First, we have to point out

again that the PERLAMED-

BLISTair gets along without

any injection moulding at all.

This has the tremendous

advantage that a pharma com-

pany is not depending on a

third party, risks of transport,

expensive tooling’s and dedi-

cated ware houses for incom-

ing goods as well as safety

stock for injection moulded

parts that are literally an equiv-

alent to money placed under

the matrasses.

Currently manufacturing

requests, after the incoming

components inspection, the as-

sembly under big clean room

conditions. All of those process

steps and many others have

been realised separately and

under certain complications or

challenges. At least at a certain

amount of costs, to then finally

have the marriage of all compo-

nents to a DPI. In the case of

BLISTair, the manufacturing is

completely different.

The complete manufactur-

ing can be realised at one site.

Only. All what is requested, is a

dedicated, but not newly in-

vented, Uhlmann blister ma-

chine and the well-known pow-

der-dosing unit from Harro

Höfliger. The capacity of this

machine is up to 300 Devices

per minute. 

The material requirement

for a yearly double-digit manu-

facturing is a few pallets of foils

and for the packaging carton –

that’s it. When it comes to

adaptions on a device, the com-

plete supply chain is usually in-

volved. ‘BLISTair’ simply re-

quires new blister machine

tools. In the same period, a blis-

ter format is changed, in the

same time and at the same

costs, you turn the complete

manufacturing to a different

device and application. 

Just by changing a format

part on a blister machine. This

is indeed revolutionary.

Summary of theme
All of this, and more, are lower-

ing the manufacturing costs

dramatically and are simplify-

ing the manufacturing of a DPI

to a maximum. An assembly

line is needless as much as a big

clean room because the re-

quested Uhlmann blister ma-

chine is much smaller than all

assembly lines we all know.

Furthermore, the blister ma-

chine – apologise – the device

manufacturing machine is re-

questing less operators and

controls. However, Perlen is

launching this project with a

tremendous offer: to act as a

contract manufacturer for all

those who are interested. 

All advantages at a glance
◗ Easiest adaptions to different

powder formulations

◗ Oral and nasal application is

available

◗ Drug delivery to the mucosa,

trachea or the lung

◗ Adaptable designs

◗ Lowest manufacturing costs

and low start investments

◗ Two powder chambers solu-

tion available 

◗ Easiest and simplest supply

chain

Conclusion
This all states that a new device

is not a trial but can be a very

simple step, taken by the motto

“think outside of the box”. By

using all what was already

known and experienced in the

market by the above-men-

tioned companies, Perlen Pack-

aging created a new device

with all the potential of a revolu-

tion, simply more than an inno-

vation. 

The Perlen Packaging BLIS-

Tair Team states:

Wolfgang Grimm, CEO:

BLISTair™ underlines the in-

novation power of Perlen Pack-

aging. Again we have proved

that a specialisation and

courage will pay off…”

Johannes Giessler, CSO:

Revolutionary. This true inno-

vation can open up new seg-

ments and markets…not only to

us in fact to all our cus-

tomers!...”

Matteo Trisoglio, Manager Busi-

ness Development:

BLISTair is indeed a revolu-

tioniser. With one single blister

machine, DPI’s can be manu-

factured at lowest costs. The

complete abstinence of injec-

tion moulding is self-speaking.

This will allow many pharma-

ceutical companies to open up

a market that was blocked in

the past simply due to invest-

ment costs and to the spending

capacity of patients in emerg-

ing markets.

For the first time since the invention of the DPI in 1959, Perlen Packaging presents the PERLAMED-BLISTair, the

world’s first disposable single  use inhaler. This device consists of two thermo-formed foils that enclosure the

active pharmaceutical ingredient. The device sets a new point when it comes to simple design and very low man-

ufacturing costs. Furthermore, in the last four months it has won several awards such as the high ranked and

recognised ‘CPHI Pharma Award 2017’ (category ‘Drug Delivery’) as well as the ‘German Packaging award 2017.’
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www.kromasil.com

Gangwal Chemicals Pvt. Ltd. :  706-707, Quantum Tower, Rambagh Lane, Behind State Bank Of India, Malad (west), 
Mumbai - 400064 Tel.: +91 22 2888 9000, Fax: +91 22 2883 5347, Email: info@gangwalchem.com, Web.: www.gangwalchem.com

angwal
® Contact for more information

Distributed by Gangwal Chemicals – Leader in Specialty Excipients

A unique synthetic, non-abrasive DCPA 
(Dibasic Calcium Phosphate Anhydrous) 

Dibasic Calcium Phosphate Anhydrous USP/JP
Calcium Hydrogen Phosphate Ph. Eur

Good compressibility with exceptional ow
Neutral pH 
Less chance of black particle generation
Porous spherical spheres with high 
surface area

A multi-problem solver synthetic 
Magnesium Aluminometasilicate 

Synthetic Magnesium Aluminometasilicate 
USP-NF / Ph. Eur / JP

High oil adsorbing capacity
Moisture protection for deliquescent & 
hygroscopic API
Neusilin UFL2 - Improves ow, as 
anticaking agent at low concentration 

A proprietary Co-processed spray dried 
ready to use excipient blend 

All components meet USP-NF / JP / Ph.Eur

Suitable for ODT / Dispersible Tablets 
/ Chewable tablets / Sublingual Tablets 
& powder
Suitable for both direct compression 
and wet granulation process
For pharmaceutical, nutraceutical & dietary 
supplement application
Oral Disintegration time less than 30 sec.

Range of Japanese Specialty Excipients,
to solve wide range of problemsTableting

www.fujichemical.co.jp/english
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Tablet Press Vantix 
P Series

Automatic Tablet 
Coating

Capsule Filling 
Machines S Series

Sejong machines are high productivity equipment and
value for money, has always been.

For almost over 20 years, Sejong has enjoyed your trust and patronage.
To all who stand by us, we thank you for your faith and support

We will do our best each time.

Sold and serviced exclusively by

Allpharm Technologies Pvt. Ltd.
mail@allpharm.in

Phone: 9769199633

® ® ®
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LABORATORY EQUIPMENTS

REMI SALES & ENGINEERING LTD.
Remi House, 3rd Floor, 11 Cama Industrial Estate, Walbhat Road,
Goregaon (East), Mumbai - 400 063. India
Tel: +91 22 4058 9888 / 2685 1998 Fax: +91 22 4058 9890
E-mail: sales@remilabworld.com l Website: ww.remilabword.com

Walk-in chamber

Deep freezer

Single Door Refrigerator Cyclomixer Mini Rotary Shakers Incubator Shaker

Refrigerated Centrifuge

Lab Stirrers

Hot Plate Magnetic 
Stirrers

Laboratory Centrifuge

Milk Cryoscopes Available

127, Bussa Udyog Bhavan, Tokershi Jivraj Road,Sewri, Mumbai - 400015. India127, Bussa Udyog Bhavan, Tokershi Jivraj Road,Sewri, Mumbai - 400015. India
Tel: +91-22-24166630 Fax: +91-22-2662776 E-mail: support@rosalina.in Web: www.rosalina.inTel: +91-22-24166630 Fax: +91-22-2662776 E-mail: support@rosalina.in Web: www.rosalina.in

OSMOMETER 3250
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TRIPLEX 
LAMINATE

PVdC COATED
PVC FILM

Corp. Off: 804, Siddhi Vinayak Tower B 
off. S.G. Highway, Makarba, Ahmedabad -380051
Factory: Chharodi - Sanand (Gujarat)
+91 -9726430369 / 7433966038

info@uniworthllp.com  •  www.uniworthllp.com

EMERGING AS 

THE MOST PREFERRED 

PRIMARY PACKAGING 

SOLUTIONS PROVIDER FOR 

THE PHARMA INDUSTRY.

Uniworth Enterprises LLP with it's location at 

Ahmedabad, INDIA, is ideally suited to cater 

efficiently to the Indian market and with ICD 

facility and excellent connectivity by road to 

Nhava Sheva port, Mumbai, can also service the 

export market with minimum time lag between 

production and export.

CALENDER

SLITTER

COATING LINE

LAMINATOR

Ÿ Dust Free & Fully Air Conditioned Factory

Ÿ Fully Equipped Analytical Lab 

Ÿ Producing 60 Micron PVC Film by Direct 
Calendering without Stretching.

Ÿ ISO 9001:2015 & ISO 15378:2017
Manufacturing site

Ÿ 29000 Sq. Mtr. of Manufacturing Area

Ÿ 6000 Sq. Mtr. Built-up Area

WE PACKAGE GOOD HEALTH.

PVC RIGID FILM 
FOR BLISTER 

FORMING

ALU ALU 
LAMINATE

US FDA Type III
DMF: 032495

US FDA Type III
DMF: 032497

US FDA Type III
DMF: 032496

US FDA Type III
DMF: 032494
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Fluid Dispensing Syringe

 Adjustable Dose Instrument supplied with 
pipetting Needles & continuous distribution valve.

 Automatic return of spring loaded plunger to 
preset volume for quick repeat dispensing.

 Sizes 0.5ml, 1ml, 2ml, 5ml, 10ml, 20ml.
 Latex Free.

Tel: +91 9769175036  Email id: sales@top-syringe.com  Website: www.top-syringe.com 
10-11, Prospect Chamber Annex, 317-21 DN Road, Fort, Mumbai - 400 001 (INDIA)

 Glass
 Ni-Cr Plated Brass 
 Viton 
 Stainless Steel
 Silicone

Liquid Path

 Automatic Repetitive
Dispensing of Preset 
Volumes.

 Dose by Dose Distribution

1)   Vaccine filling
2)   Media filling
3)   Dispensing distribution
4)   Sterile work
5)   Filtration
6)   Animal Injection
7)  Viscous Material 

Applications

Corto

Davinci

 Volumes from 0.5ml to 20ml

100% Autoclavable
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HVAC
Clean Rooms
Clean Room Equipments
BMS & Electrical

HVA
Technologies Private Ltd.

Corp. Off.: HVAX House, Bata Compound, Opp Viviana Mall, Khopat, Thane (W)- 400 
601, India.Tel.: 022-21721115/16, Email: info@hvax.in Web: www.hvax.in

Regd ofce: F-62,Dreams The Mall, L.B.S Road, Bhandup(w), Mumbai-400 078
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T
he job market in India

is gaining traction and

according to a data re-

leased by Employees Provi-

dent Fund Organisation, more

than three million new jobs

were created till the end of

2018. While the IT sector has

witnessed a surge in job cre-

ation, the pharma sector is

also a huge employer. 58,000

additional jobs are likely to be

created in the sector as the in-

dustry is expected to grow up

to 45 per cent by 2025, accord-

ing to a report by Indian Insti-

tute of Health Management

Research (IIHMR). 

The sector offers myriad of

jobs in sales and marketing

space, quality manufacturing

and research etc. With hiring

trends evolving over the

years, there are abundant jobs

in the sector. Moreover, with a

lot of companies investing in

building superior capabilities

in terms of manufacturing

processes/quality and align-

ment to global standards,

there is going to be a positive

impact on the hiring front. 

Giving an overview on the

hiring trends in pharma,

Thammaiah BN, Managing

Director, Kelly Services India,

says, “We are seeing hiring

happening in functions includ-

ing quality, manufacturing,

project management, early re-

search, international sales

and marketing. There’s also

some hiring happening in the

digital space with the need to

have more digital officers.

There’s an increase in de-

mand for talent in Predictive

Analytics and AI too.”

Mayank Chandra, Manag-

ing Partner, Antal Interna-

tional, India says, “While the

picture is far from rosy on the

domestic front as far as hiring

within the pharma industry

currently goes, the trend is

positive for Indian MNCs

looking to recruit for Interna-

tional roles. We notice an in-

creasing demand for top-

notch sales professionals for

companies looking to expand

into markets like Russia, Eu-

rope, the US etc. Companies

eyeing expansion in these re-

gions are tapping high per-

forming talent actively.”

Chandra further adds,

“Even on the domestic front,

while as a general trend hiring

may be slow, we do see re-

cruitment demand for plant /

manufacturing roles consis-

tently. Similarly, quality, regu-

latory and compliance and

medical affairs candidates are

being hired as well. Compa-

nies with expansion plans of

new product launches or

newer molecules, too, offer

better prospects for hiring.”

Right fit for the right
roles
But, as a knowledge-driven in-

dustry which is heavily de-

pendent on research and de-

velopment (R&D) for new

products and growth, the

pharma sector has to be very

careful in hiring the right can-

didates, armed with the right

skills, knowledge and attitude,

since the employees’ perform-

ance is going to have a direct

impact on the company's bal-

ance sheet.

So, what does the indus-
try have to say about it?
Savitha Shivsankar, Head Hu-

man Resources, Novartis in

India states, “Hire for attitude

and train for skills is a maxim

that continues to hold true.

Hiring today has moved a long

way from what it was even

five to ten years ago. Today,

companies like Novartis look

for skill-sets that are relevant

to a fast-changing world that

is seeing tremendous

progress in technology and in-

novation. Skills could vary de-

pending on the position that

we are looking to hire for.”

Apart from technical com-

petencies, recruiters also look

for behavioural skills. Biocon

recruits high calibre employ-

ees through a fair and trans-

parent process. The compe-

tency framework aligned with

the job description makes a

strong foundation for selec-

tion of the right candidate.

Says Amitava Saha ,Head

HR, Biocon, “For us, the per-

spective is almost always

long-term with a balance on

what the individual can

achieve for the company and

how their careers would

shape up. Therefore, techni-

cal/functional competencies

which are required to do the

job and behavioural compe-

tencies which decides

whether the individual will be

able to sustain and grow –

both play important roles in

decision making.”

Saha further elaborates

and says, “In addition to multi-

ple interviews, those being re-

cruited for managerial and

higher levels undergo psycho-

metric assessment adminis-

tered by an independent third

party to ensure that we have

additional inputs to evaluate

the candidate. This process

also provides an opportunity

to the applicants to assess

Continuing evolution in pharma hiring trends
With ample job opportunities in the pharma sector, companies are going the extra mile to hire
right candidates. By Sanjiv Das

Mayank Chandra, Managing Partner, Antal

International, India

Thammaiah BN, Managing Director, Kelly

Services India

Savitha Shivsankar, Head HR,

Novartis in India

Amitava Saha,

Head HR, Biocon

With hiring trends evolving over the years, there
are abundant jobs in the sector. Moreover, with a
lot of companies investing in building superior
capabilities in terms of manufacturing
processes/quality and alignment to global
standards, there is going to be a positive impact
on the hiring front
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whether they will be comfort-

able in joining the organisa-

tion in their desired role.”

Shivsankar from Novartis

says, “Our focus is on getting

the individual with the right

experiences that have helped

the person gain the right com-

petencies critical for the role.

It is also important that there

is right motivation fit with the

current and future roles. This

is agnostic of industry and

classical role definitions. The

key is to be able to identify the

right competencies/experi-

ences needed for the role and

then cast a wide net agnostic

of industry, past roles and

pedigree to make the right

choice.”

A tech-driven future
As the pharma sector under-

goes a transformation driven

by technology, there is a grow-

ing need for highly-specialised

job roles which require skilled

professionals. Novartis, since

2013, has been constantly in-

vesting in building a digital

ecosystem. The company has

been able to upgrade the skills

of its employees to leverage

widespread digital transfor-

mation taking place across in-

dustry and markets.

She further says, “It is not

just the pharma sector but the

entire ecosystem which is be-

ing driven by technology.

However, it is a misnomer that

the solution for the same lies

in a few highly specialised jobs

being created/hired for in the

pharma sector. The challenge

is how to embed and leverage a

digital mindset across the

larger organisation as well

and we look out for those who

have the capability to evange-

lise and develop this capabil-

ity. In fact, as an organisation

we are invested in bringing

about an attitudinal shift by

driving digital adoption both

internally and externally.”

The pharma sector is no

exception where technology

has already made a mark in

most industries. The pursuit

of high technology and a cul-

ture rooted in deep science

ensures many to get employed

in pharma companies which

offers the best.

Saha informs, “In every as-

pect of drug making – discov-

ery, development and/or 

specialised functions, technol-

ogy is playing a critical role

today. It’s notable that almost

40 per cent of our employee

base are post graduates and

PhDs. Also, the fact that over

half our workforce are below

the age of 35 means that they

are tech-savvy and can more

easily upgrade their techno-

logical skills.”

The medical devices sector

has opened a window of oppor-

tunity in India and with it there

is a huge demand for jobs.

Agreeing to the above state-

ment, Thammaiah BN from

Kelly Services India says, “We

are seeing more companies

adopt IoT for superior user ex-

perience, which will create

more demand for specialised

skills in the sector. With Big

Data and Analytics being

widely accepted in the pharma

sector for better understand-

ing of users, we are likely to see

more demand for specialised

talent in this area too.”

Five skills to look out for
Hiring across sectors has

moved a long way from what

it was even five to ten years

ago. Pharma companies have

strategised plans to look out

for the right skills. In case of

Biocon, the company has a

competency framework which

is the foundation for all its em-

ployees which covers talent

acquisition, performance re-

views, employee development

and succession planning.

Saha from Biocon, says,

“During the hiring process, we

specifically focus on strategic

competencies, operational com-

petencies, people competen-

cies, interpersonal, functional

skills relevant to the role the

candidate is being considered.”

He further elaborates and

says, “Depending on the role,

these skills are again evaluated

on five proficiency levels – en-

try, intermediate, specialist,

expert and advanced e.g. We

might look at someone with ad-

vanced proficiency in func-

tional skills for a specialised

operator at the shop floor man-

ning high-end instrument as

against a role like head of oper-

ations where we would like to

see higher proficiency levels in

strategic, operational and peo-

ple competencies.”

Shivsankar from Novartis,

“Hire for attitude and train for

skills is a maxim that continues

to hold true. Hiring today has

moved a long way from what it

was even five to ten years ago.

Today, companies like Novartis

look for skill-sets that are rele-

vant to a fast-changing world

that is seeing tremendous

progress in technology and in-

novation. Skills could vary de-

pending on the position that we

are looking to hire for. Having

said that, there are some skills

that cut across levels, the most

important of these being the

ability to inspire self and oth-

ers. This is particularly impor-

tant if the potential recruit will

lead a team. Today’s millennial

based workforce seeks inspira-

tion over direction.”

Potential hires need to

come with the ability to collab-

orate across levels and teams

particularly in organisations.

Says Shivsankar, “It is im-

portant for them to have the

ability to understand, navi-

gate and be comfortable in a

matrix environment. The

other key element is a deep

sense of self-awareness where

the individual seeks feedback

proactively and develops

themselves and others. We

also look for candidates who

continue to have an element of

curiosity about the environ-

ment both inside and outside

the organisation as this keep

them always open to learning

newer things.”

Going forward, companies

need to take pro-active steps

like go in for on-job trainings,

tie-up with the academia and

address issues to hire the

right candidate for the right

job. In year's to come, though

the projection looks positive

in the pharma sector, compa-

nies need to hire right people

with the potential to grow into

major contributors on their

team and in their company.

sanjiv.das@expressindia.com

CHALLENGE OF TRACKING AND PROVIDING SKILLED PROFESSIONALS FOR HIGHLY-
SPECIALISED JOB ROLES

WE ACTIVELY work with reputed academia on industry specific projects. This gives us access to

some of the most specialised talent available in India.

We not just work with candidates actively looking for jobs but also maintain a list of all pas-

sive candidates across specialisation. The robust indexing and constant updating of our database

ensures that at any given point in time we have a database of candidates across our focus areas

We also focus on building a talent pipeline of candidates not just in India but from across the

globe. A lot of the candidates that we have placed are by reaching out to Indian talent abroad

Source: Kelly Services India.

BIOCON FOCUSSES ON THREE MAJOR FOCUS AREAS WHILE STAFFING:
1. Hiring with base skills and imparting the required ones through focused learning – Biocon

Academy.

2. Internal job movements: Apart from a profile match there is also a need to impart extensive

training, both hands-on and technology enabled, to the existing workforce to enable them to take

on newer and more complex roles.

3. Lateral hiring from the industry and taking them through an extended orientation which in-

volves on-the-job experience and upskilling.

Source: Biocon

LUPIN

LUPIN EXPECTS to train more than 1,000 under graduates into pharma professionals by the

year 2020 under its Learn and Earn Initiative.

Lupin has launched its ‘Learn and Earn’ initiative in which candidate who has passed Stan-

dard 12 in the science stream with a minimum of 50 per cent marks but are facing financial con-

straints are taken for three-year-long course during which they are paid stipend and provided all

the facilities.

BIOCON
BIOCON ACADEMY has designed a faculty development programme for biotechnology faculty

to give them deeper insights into industry requirements and help them equip their students with

focused and practical training. The training includes specialised training through a rigorous, mul-

tidisciplinary, project-oriented approach, combining classroom sessions with practical training in

actual industrial settings.

ON JOB TRAINING

FOCUS AREAS
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PROF JAVED ALI of Depart-

ment of Pharmaceutics, School

of Pharmaceutical Education

and Research, Jamia Ham-

dard, New Delhi received

INSA Teachers Award at

Physical Research Laboratory

Ahmedabad in INSA AGM

Award ceremony. The award

carries a scroll, a cash award

of ̀  50,000 and a book grant of

` 20,000. The INSA Teachers

Award was instituted in 2012

to recognise and value excel-

lence, consistency and high

level teaching in Indian col-

leges, universities and institu-

tions.

The award was made annu-

ally to recognise and honour

teachers for providing guid-

ance, inspiration and mentor-

ing students to take up careers

in science and technology. Prof

Ali has a total experience of 22

years in teaching and research.

He has been bestowed with

several honours, a few of them

worth mentioning are: The

1994 Indian Pharmaceutical

Association Medal, 2003 Ca-

reer award for young Teachers

by All India Council of Techni-

cal Education, 2004 Young

Pharmacy Teacher by Associa-

tion of Pharmacy Teachers of

India, 2005 BOYSCAST Fel-

lowship of Department of Sci-

ence and Technology, 2007

American Association of In-

dian Pharmaceutical Scientists

(AAIPS) –IPA Distinguished

Educator and Researcher

Award at San Diego, USA. 2014

Research Award  by UGC  for

his outstanding teaching

methodology and research out-

puts. Prof Ali has received

many research grants. He is su-

pervising scientific research of

the post-graduation and the

doctoral level. He has

guided/under guidance about

67 theses of M. Pharm. and 41

theses of Ph. D. He has written

several textbooks and has con-

tributed several chapters in

books on Controlled and Novel

Drug Delivery Systems of 

Indian and International 

Publisher. 

He has a list of more than

290 manuscripts in journals of

repute and five Indian Patent

granted/applied. He has H- in-

dex of 49, i10 of 159 and more

than 10500 citations to his

credit as per Google Scholar.

He is also in-charge of IP Man-

agement cell of Jamia Ham-

dard. He has also worked as

paper coordinator of UGC e-

pathshala project for two pa-

pers of Pharmaceutical Sci-

ences. He is a member/Life

member of 20 Indian and in-

ternational scientific organisa-

tions including IPA, IHPA,

IPGA, APTI etc.

EP News Bureau 

Prof Javed Ali of Jamia Hamdard,

New Delhi bags INSATeachers Award 2018
Ali has a total experience of 22 years in teaching and research
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